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On behalf of the IBM Center for The Business of Government, we are pleased to present this report, “Performance Accountability: The Five Building Blocks and Six Essential Practices,” by Shelley Metzenbaum.

Performance measures are powerful management tools for creating both good and bad behaviors. Dr. Metzenbaum explores each of these dimensions and offers insights—based on real examples—on how to increase the good behavior and minimize the bad. For example, she describes how an overemphasis on the use of performance measures to enforce accountability in budgeting and pay systems can lead to weaker measures and reduced performance.

She does not, however, recommend not setting goals or measuring progress toward organizational goals. “Quite the contrary!” she says. “Goals and measures are among the most important tools public sector organizations can use to enhance both performance and accountability.”

Metzenbaum sets forth five building blocks—tools and techniques for constructing a good measurement system for an organization. And she describes six practices that leaders need to use to make appropriately designed systems work properly.

This report will be of interest to policy makers as well as managers. Policy makers need to understand the implications of the systems they design, such as performance-based pay tied to organizational targets. Managers need to understand that what they choose to do or not to do also has implications for the successful use of performance measures. Metzenbaum emphasizes the importance of constructive feedback and the use of constant back-and-forth discussions in improving performance based on metrics. “What is needed,” she
PERFORMANCE ACCOUNTABILITY

says, “is a performance management approach that is outcome focused, measurement rich, and inquisitive but not punitive.” A simple statement for a tough task.

We hope that this report will be a useful resource for both policy makers and public managers at all levels of government across the nation as they continue the transformation of government to become more results oriented.

Albert Morales  
Managing Partner  
IBM Center for The Business of Government  
albert.morales@us.ibm.com
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Partner and Vice President  
Public Sector Financial Management  
IBM Global Business Services  
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Governments around the world are increasingly adopting goals and measures as a way to improve societal outcomes and enhance accountability. To improve societal outcomes, governments seek to “grow the good”—the health, safety, well-being, and general quality of life. At the same time, they aim to “slow the bad”—harmful or unhealthy events, risk-raising causal factors, unnecessary costs, wasted time, fraud, corruption, and incivility. To strengthen government accountability, governments seek to meet four distinct categories of accountability expectations: fiscal, ethical, democratic, and performance.

These performance-dampening responses most often arise when goals and measures are explicitly linked to externally provided (extrinsic) incentives, whether positive incentives in the form of rewards or negative ones in the form of penalties or poor public scores. When incentives are inappropriately linked to measurement of performance results or the wrong kinds of incentives are chosen, performance management systems tend to backfire, discouraging workers and even motivating them to cheat.

Indeed, an overwhelming body of research and experience suggests that promising rewards to individuals in government agencies seldom works when the rewards are linked to attainment of specific targets, progress relative to peers, progress relative to the past, or per unit of product. Somewhat surprisingly, in most cases government should resist the temptation to offer explicit rewards to individual employees for meeting or even making progress toward specific targets, except when employees are free to opt in and opt out of contests to attain new performance levels without fear of penalty or embarrassment for non-participation.

**Four Categories of Accountability**

_Fiscal accountability:_ Government spends its money as authorized, with as little waste as possible.

_Ethical accountability:_ Government agencies operate honestly, without conflict of interest, self-dealing, other forms of fraud, or abuse of the power of governmental authority.

_Democratic accountability:_ Government agencies do what their citizens want and need, engaging citizens and their elected representatives in understanding trade-offs and making well-informed choices among competing priorities. Government agencies treat people civilly and courteously, unless there are strong justifications not to, so people do not resent or resist government because it has acted in a rude, slow, or inappropriate manner.

_Performance accountability:_ Government agencies and their employees work intelligently and diligently to deliver effective and cost-efficient government programs.
Similar caution needs to be exercised when using performance incentives for organizations. Extrinsic incentives can work, but they can also backfire, depressing both performance and accountability. They can rob goals and measures of their ability to stimulate the kind of effort and innovation that results in continual, sometimes dramatic, improvements in societal conditions. And, they easily provoke unproductive fear that interferes with improvement efforts, especially when accountability expectations are left vague.

This is not to suggest that organizations, their managers, and those who work for them should not set goals or measure progress toward the goals. Quite the contrary! Goals and measures are among the most important tools public sector organizations can use to enhance both performance and accountability.

What it does suggest is that less attention should be paid to incentives and far more to ensuring the active and effective use of outcome-focused goals and measures. Instincts to link rewards (and penalties) explicitly to goal attainment or comparative standing, whether through performance-based pay, budgets, or other extrinsic bounty, should be resisted. Linking rewards and penalties to goal attainment is not only an ineffective motivator but also an unfair and infuriating one when individuals or organizations lack the skills, resources, or authority to meet (or make progress toward) their targets and the means to secure those inputs. Indeed, some missed targets are inevitable in healthy, discovery-provoking, risk-tolerating enterprises. If individuals and organizations met all of their targets all the time, it would suggest that they had chosen timid targets and missed the performance-driving power of a stretch target.

What it also suggests is a need for public organizations to clarify accountability expectations both with those being held accountable and with those holding them to account, including supervisors, legislators, budget offices, grant-giving organizations, delivery partners, and the public. Specifically, public organizations and their managers should be held accountable for six essential practices:

- Emphasizing outcomes, using specific targets
- Measurement mastery
- Delivering feedback
- Assuring an ongoing venue for interactive inquiry
- Cogent strategies
- Implementation

To achieve both accountability and performance gains, public organizations and their managers need to tap the power and respect the limits of the five basic building blocks of performance management:

- Clear, measurable goals
- Measurement to motivate, illuminate, and communicate
- Verbal feedback to unleash the power of goals and measures
- Interactive inquiry
- Cautious use of externally provided incentives

The first four of the six essential practices characterize how the first four of the five basic building blocks should be used. The fifth and sixth essential practices, cogent strategies and implementation, are critical to converting the first four practices into improved societal outcomes.

Cogent strategies and implementation can also include the use of the fifth building block, incentives. Great caution must be exercised, however, when extrinsic incentives are employed as part of an implementation strategy lest they drive out intrinsic motivators. It is often preferable to let goals, measures, feedback, and interactive inquiry work on their own to drive performance goals without burdening them with explicit links to the promise of reward or the threat of penalty.

The Five Building Blocks of Performance Accountability

Clear, Measurable Goals
Goals motivate and drive performance improvement because they focus, energize, encourage persistence, and stimulate discovery not only for individuals but also for organizations. They have this effect
even without an explicit link to incentives. To drive significant performance gains, goals need to be specific and challenging. To improve societal outcomes, goals also need to be outcome focused wherever possible, except in instances where resources or skills are inadequate to meet the goal, in which case near-term learning and capacity-building goals are appropriate. Where the positive effect of agency activities on outcomes has been clearly established, short-term output targets can be established but should be accompanied by longer-term outcome goals. A few specific goals should be challenging. At the same time, it can be helpful to set other targets to communicate areas where continual progress is sought, steady state is acceptable, and slippage will be tolerated. Group goals should be set when cooperation is needed. Goals do not need to be linked to incentives to be effective. They do, however, need to be used, which is why feedback is so essential. Also, goals work best if used in a constructive, not a critical, manner.

Those holding government to account should expect government agencies to adopt specific targets that make clear to the public what government is trying to do (including adoption of a few stretch goals that are challenging but realistic) and what it is not trying to do. They should not blame or penalize agencies for missed targets, provided experience-informed, cogent strategies have been developed and implemented to meet the goals.

Measurement to Motivate, Illuminate, and Communicate
Measurement motivates, illuminates, communicates, and informs choice. Even without an incentive, measurement motivates both organizations and people because people enjoy a sense of accomplishment and take pride in a job well done. Measurement illuminates by identifying those with better performance who provide a path forward for those wise enough to learn from the experience of others. Measurement communicates what works and what doesn’t, speeding both the uptake of effective practices and the discard of ineffective ones. Measurement also informs both electoral and consumption choices, serving as a shorthand language facilitating communication between government and both its citizens and consumers of government services.

Verbal Feedback to Unleash the Power of Goals and Measures
Essential to effective performance management is not only quantitative feedback in the form of measurement but also verbal feedback. Well-delivered verbal feedback boosts confidence that a goal can be met, stimulates ideas and specific plans about how to meet it, and reinforces the importance of specific goals.

Interactive Inquiry
When cooperation among many parties is needed to meet a goal or when relevant expertise exists outside an organizational unit, a forum that facilitates frequent interactive inquiry enriches the performance-improving power of goals and measures. These meetings provide an efficient and effective forum for easing cross-organizational cooperation, delivering feedback when more than one person has information relevant to goal attainment, and obtaining quick answers and advice from managers, peers, and others in the organization. For these meetings to work, without deteriorating into show-and-tell sessions or stifling open and honest assessments, they should lead with questions and not with answers, avoid blame, and push for better understanding of conditions and causes, as well as specific action plans.

Cautious Use of Externally Provided Incentives
Extrinsic incentives in the form of externally promised rewards and threatened penalties can motivate, but they can also discourage and
introduce unhealthy fears that compromise discoveries that lead to performance gains. Therefore, extrinsic incentives should be used only in a limited number of circumstances and applied with great care. A reluctant approach to the use of extrinsic incentives is advisable especially for individuals but also for organizations.

The Six Essential Practices for Improving Performance and Strengthening Accountability

The enormous potential problems that can arise when extrinsic incentives are inappropriately used underscore the importance of clarifying performance accountability expectations. Even when incentives are not explicitly linked to goal attainment or relative performance, problems often arise because those being measured fear such links will eventually be made. To use goals and measures in a way that improves societal results and strengthens democratic accountability, what is therefore needed in every public organization is a clear articulation and understanding of performance accountability expectations. Specifically, government organizations and their managers should be held accountable for six essential practices:

- **Emphasizing outcomes, using specific targets**: using specific outcome-focused goals or targets, a few of which are challenging; establishing specific targets when they have not been externally set; and communicating targets to the public.

- **Measurement mastery**: using measurements to gauge progress toward the targets; communicating measurements to those who can influence progress as well as to the public; and discovering what the measurements reveal by organizing and studying them to look for patterns, anomalies, changes, and relationships in the search for what works, what does not, causal connections, and areas where more understanding is needed.

- **Delivering feedback**: helping others in the organization to set outcome-focused targets (including a few ambitious ones), to believe in their own abilities to reach specific targets, to find specific ideas and practices that enable them to reach the targets, and to obtain needed skills, resources, and authority to meet targets or revise them to account for implementation obstacles.

- **Assuring an ongoing venue for interactive inquiry**: ensuring the existence of a venue that regularly engages others with expertise and resources relevant to the attainment of specific targets in providing feedback, stimulating synergistic thinking, sharing experience, planning and coordinating actions, assessing implementation efforts, and updating targets and action plans based on the best available evidence.

- **Cogent strategies**: developing cogent long-term strategies and shorter-term action plans based on the best available evidence and ideas.

- **Implementation**: implementing strategic and action plans and ensuring that insights from experience are fed back into the development of targets, strategies, and activity selection on a timely basis.

Will this prescription for performance management accountability expectations, informed by research findings, work in practice? Evidence from numerous government agencies suggest it can not only work, but it can work in a powerful way with great outcome and accountability returns. It is evolving in New York City, Baltimore, the state of Washington, the educational system in Tennessee, numerous United States federal agencies, and in the United Kingdom and New Zealand.

There are promising developments on the political front, as well. A small but increasing number of elected executives—for example, the mayors of Baltimore, Washington, D.C., and New York City—have boldly announced specific outcome-focused targets with deadlines, openly reported on progress and problems, and won re-election despite missed targets. And while most legislative decision makers at the federal level have ignored formal documents related to the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and the Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART), many have in fact paid attention to agency goals and outcome measures when goals and measures are delivered in a format that is relevant to them.

What is needed is a performance management approach that is outcome focused, measurement
PART and Performance Accountability Expectations

The Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART) of the U.S. Office of Management and Budget appropriately gives federal agencies credit for many of the practices recommended here, including setting specific and challenging goals, emphasizing outcomes, and mastering measurement. Two aspects of the PART should be revised, however, to lessen the likelihood of dysfunctional agency responses:

- OMB should not score programs low for not meeting targets when programs have set challenging, outcome-focused targets, measured progress, and implemented what seemed like a sensible strategy at the time the target was set.
- OMB should not score programs low for not meeting targets they cannot control because of legislative barriers, even when an agency has proposed corrective legislation to the White House.

rich, and inquisitive but not punitive. When agencies adopt the six essential practices described here, outcomes improve and accountability increases. Outcomes rise because goals focus and motivate, measurement reveals what works and what doesn’t, and feedback and interactive inquiry inspire, inform, and engage. Accountability (and democracy) increase because public articulation of specific goals clarifies what each organization will do and what it will not do, allowing citizens and their elected representatives to determine if the organization is doing what they want it to do and inviting them to use their electoral and administrative process voices to respond if they disagree. Outcomes and accountability also rise because goals, measurement, strategy transparency, and interactive inquiry encourage intelligent, honest, and diligent efforts.
Introduction

Governments in the United States and all over the world have adopted laws and directives requiring agencies to set goals and measure performance. These directives have at least two purposes. They seek to improve societal outcomes—growing the good (health, safety, well-being, and general quality of life) while slowing the bad (harmful or unhealthy events, risk-raising causal factors, unnecessary costs, wasted time, fraud, corruption, and incivility). They also seek to strengthen government accountability.

There is general agreement about what it means to improve societal outcomes, although differences in values and factual uncertainty often spur debate about what constitutes a better outcome. In contrast, a general notion of what it means to improve accountability is less well understood.

What Is Accountability?

What exactly is this concept of accountability? What does it mean to “hold someone accountable”? What does it mean for government agencies and employees to be answerable to someone and for what and to whom do they need to account? Presumably, it means in part the desire of citizens and their elected officials to be able to identify who is responsible for an organization’s outputs or outcomes and for its successes and failures. But then what? When people talk about holding someone or some organization accountable, what happens? One public management expert has proffered a somewhat tongue-in-cheek answer:

I know of no definitive answer, either theoretical or empirical. But I bet I know what the managers who are to be held accountable think. I bet they believe, from their own empirical experience, that “holding people accountable” means that they when they fail they are punished and that when they succeed nothing significant happens.

Unclear accountability expectations—who is accountable to whom for what and what consequences arise when accountability expectations are not met—are problematic because they introduce fear into performance management, which is the use of goals and measures to manage. That fear, in turn, creates problems such as measurement manipulation, timid targets, outcome avoidance (resulting in an affinity for output targets), and claim games where some rush to claim credit for accomplishments while others run from it, fearful of provoking resentment among their peers. Occasionally, measurement systems even implode, seemingly overburdened by their own weight.

These problems arise for three primary reasons: vague accountability expectations, inadequate feedback and inquiry to probe the insights revealed by performance measures, and misguided notions of how and when to use incentives. Past experience and research suggests that many of these problems can be averted, performance improved, and accountability strengthened, but only if agencies and their watchdogs adopt an inquisitive, non-punitive approach to performance management.

Goals and measures are among the most powerful performance-improving and accountability-enhancing tools government has at its disposal. Even without an explicit link to incentives, goals and measures drive behavioral change both in individuals and in organizations. Goals do this by serving as a focusing point and by influencing attitudes, effort, and
creativity. Measures do this by reinforcing goals, by guiding the search for more effective intervention approaches, and by informing choices.

Goals and measures cannot serve this powerful function, however, unless used in an atmosphere not overwhelmed by fear of penalties or even unfair rewards. Such an atmosphere necessitates an attitude change in the way government uses goals and measures—one that is active, not passive; one that is constructive, not critical; one that recognizes goals and measures as a robust resource, not simply an obligation to be generated in response to mandates for performance plans and reports. When goals and measures are simply placed on paper but never used, they are useless. Feedback is essential to unleashing their power. Feedback can be useful when provided one-on-one or delivered collectively. When delivered in a way that stimulates ongoing exploration of measurement implications among those with expertise and the potential to contribute to outcome gains, it illuminates, invigorates, enlists, and ultimately improves societal outcomes.

The necessary attitude change starts with questions such as: “What is working and merits replication?” and “What is not working that needs attention?” These questions contrast starkly with the initial question more frequently asked by agency leaders and influential observers such as budget analysts and appropriators: “Did you make your target?”

The instinct to hold people and organizations accountable for meeting a target is strong, among both practitioners and academics. In 2001, for example, congressional appropriators cut bonuses for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration when it failed to meet some of its goals and threatened to cut bonuses for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the Internal Revenue Service. Even leading public management experts suggest that bonuses should be withheld when targets are not met:

If agencies give top managers bonuses even when they don’t meet GPRA targets, they are saying that other goals are more important than GPRA. With these decisions, the appropriations [panel] is saying otherwise—that GPRA is a key measure of agency success, and there will be no bonuses for managers that fail to meet GPRA targets.

For goals and measures to realize their performance-improving, accountability-enhancing potential, though, neither individuals nor government organizations should be held strictly accountable for meeting all targets. What is needed instead is a performance management system that anticipates missed targets and occasional performance slippage. What is needed is a system that recognizes that missed targets arise when programs set the sort of ambitious targets that most effectively motivate performance gain and that factors beyond an agency’s control sometimes drive performance downward.

This kind of approach can sustain a high level of accountability despite its tolerance for missed targets. It does this not by holding managers and their organizations accountable for target attainment or even for steady performance climbs, but by continually holding them accountable for six essential performance management practices:

- A relentless focus on improving outcomes with clear, outcome-focused targets, a few of which are challenging
- Measurement mastery
- Frequent feedback
- Interactive and ongoing inquiry to find what works and what doesn’t
- Cogent strategies and action plans
- Implementation

When agencies adopt this sort of inquisitive, non-punitive approach to performance management,
Accountability Expectations

A statement attributed to former New York City Police Department Commissioner Bill Bratton captures this notion of accountability expectations: “No one ever got in trouble if the crime rate went up. They got in trouble if they did not know why it had gone up and did not have a plan for dealing with it.”

Outcomes improve, accountability rises, and democracy is strengthened.

Organization of This Report

This report explores and explains how agencies should use goals and measures to engage the intelligence, interest, and commitment of those in government, not terrify or discourage them. The report identifies five building blocks integral to sustainable, effective, accountable performance management:

• Clear, measurable goals
• Measurement to motivate, illuminate, and communicate
• Verbal feedback to unleash the power of goals and measures
• Interactive inquiry
• Cautious use of externally provided incentives

The report explores what theory and experience suggest about the best ways to use these five building blocks, distinguishing between practices likely to advance outcomes and accountability and those more likely to trigger performance-dampening, dysfunctional behavior. This report offers a new notion of performance accountability, one that is inquisitive and expects persistent questioning to find program successes worth replicating and program and societal failures needing attention. It is an accountability that leads with goal clarity, information, and analysis—and that encourages with insights and the opportunity to make a difference. It is also a non-punitive accountability, employing sanctions only in limited circumstances and as a last resort, recognizing that penalties and even rewards often do not affect motivation in the ways intended. When goals are specified inaccurately, the wrong kinds of incentives chosen, or incentives inappropriately linked to who and what is measured, the motivational intent of incentives tends to backfire. Extrinsic incentives can discourage workers and even prompt cheating. In limited circumstances, inducements, penalties, and rewards can strengthen the performance-driving, accountability-enhancing effect of goals and measures. It is often preferable, however, to let goals and measures work on their own without an explicit link to incentives, relying instead on intensified attention to feedback and interactive inquiry.

Before examining the five building blocks more carefully, the report begins with a brief discussion of the oft-stated but seldom-defined term “accountability” to clarify assumptions used in the report regarding accountability expectations.

Changing Expectations of Accountability

In 2004, the comptroller of what was then the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) changed the organization’s name to the Government Accountability Office. The name change captured evolving accountability expectations taking place in governments across the United States and the world, expectations that include “better performance” and “strengthened democracy” along with fiscal and ethical integrity.

Historically, U.S. accountability laws, rules, and policies have focused on fiscal and ethical accountability, following the trail of government money to prevent “the politics of personal favoritism and gain from meddling in the administrative decisions about personnel, procurement, finance, and service delivery.” In changing the name, U.S. Comptroller General David Walker sought to emphasize a shift in organizational emphasis from fiscal and ethical issues to performance and democratic ones:

After 83 years, the General Accounting Office has changed its name to the Government Accountability Office. Some might wonder why GAO felt a need to tinker with an institutional identity so strongly associated with government economy, efficiency, and effectiveness. But our old name, as familiar and reassuring as it was, had not kept pace with GAO’s evolving role in government. The truth is that “accounting” has never been our chief mission.
Stereotypes, however, can be hard to shake. Some college students we were trying to recruit mistakenly assumed that you needed an accounting degree to work at GAO. New members of Congress, cabinet-level officials, and prominent journalists have, because of our name, thought that GAO’s main job was to keep the government’s books. In fact, a recent crossword puzzle in the Washington Post asked for a three-letter term describing a GAO employee; the answer was “CPA.”

Acknowledging that “GAO primarily scrutinized government vouchers and receipts in its early years,” Walker observed that by the millennium, fiscal audits constituted only about 15 percent of the GAO workload. The name change at GAO was intended to reflect a shift that had already occurred, one focused on how effective government agencies were in running programs (performance accountability) and whether government programs addressed the needs of society (democratic accountability):

Today, most GAO blue-cover reports go beyond the question of whether federal funds are being spent appropriately to ask whether federal programs and policies are meeting their objectives and the needs of society. GAO looks at the results that departments and agencies are getting with the taxpayer dollars they receive.

That is not to suggest that performance and democratic accountability substitute for fiscal and ethical accountability. Instead, new accountability expectations have been added to the existing ones.

The transition captured by GAO’s name change suggests that four distinct accountability expectations currently exist for modern government agencies in democratic systems:

- **Fiscal accountability**: Government agencies will spend money as authorized, with as little waste and as efficiently as possible.
- **Ethical accountability**: Government agencies will operate without conflict of interest, self-dealing, other forms of fraud, or abuse of the power of governmental authority.
- **Democratic accountability**: Government agencies will do what its citizens want and need, engaging citizens and their elected representatives in understanding trade-offs and making well-informed choices among competing priorities. Government agencies will also treat people civilly and courteously, unless there are strong justifications not to, so that people do not resent or resist government because it has acted in a rude, slow, or inappropriate manner.
- **Performance accountability**: Government agencies and their employees will work intelligently and diligently to deliver effective and cost-effective government programs.

These four distinct accountability expectations are the ones used in this report to explore how agencies can use goals and measures to improve outcomes and enhance accountability.
Building Block 1: Clear, Measurable Goals

Goals, cognitive scientists have confirmed, play a remarkably powerful, performance-driving function. President John F. Kennedy intuitively understood this when he invited the nation in 1961 to accept the goal of putting a man on the moon in a decade: “I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to the earth.” Kennedy did not threaten penalties, nor did he promise incentives when announcing this ambitious objective. Still, by proposing the goal and asking Congress to fund it, he inspired and challenged the nation to meet it.

Simply stated, goals focus, energize, encourage persistence, and stimulate discovery. Setting a goal releases a remarkable intrinsic motivational force in people. Researchers have determined that goals affect performance through four mechanisms: a directive function, an energizing function, persistence, and indirectly by leading to the arousal, discovery, and/or use of task-relevant knowledge and strategies. This finding has been demonstrated in numerous and repeated experiments across countries and even in work with brain-damaged patients.

Goals function this way not only for individuals but also for organizations. Whether set by an executive, a legislative body, or the people of the organization, goals also drive performance improvement in groups. It is often suggested that goals are more effective performance drivers when the team, group, or organization picks its own goals. In fact, group goal setting is not a necessity and in some cases can be a costly enterprise. Both controlled experiments and retrospective studies indicate that assigned goals can be just as effective as self-set goals, but only if those doing the assigning have the appropriate power and authority.

Of course, goals do not always drive performance gains. To drive significant performance gains, goals need to be specific and challenging, not general or easy. The performance-driving power of a goal can be further enhanced by making it public. The driving power of a goal is reduced, however, when goals are overly complex or when individual goals are set rather than group goals when cooperation is needed. Also, goals have little value if they are not routinely articulated and discussed by organizational leaders. Finally, the power of challenging goals is unlikely to be tapped when people fear they will be penalized for not meeting them. Instead, goal setters will tend to select less challenging goals, which have a lower performance-driving effect.

Specific, Challenging, Outcome-Focused Goals Drive Performance Improvement

Goal specificity can be achieved by selecting quantitative and qualitative characteristics that refine a broad goal into a specific target. Goals are often refined into specific targets by indicating characteristics such as quantity (whether absolute or relative), time, place, population, or industrial sector. Embarrassed by the Russians beating the U.S. into space with its Sputnik launch, Kennedy responded in 1961 not just by saying the United States needed to build a strong space program. He selected a target that specified time (decade), place (moon), demographic characteristic (man), and quantity (a man). Target quantification can be absolute (10,000 currently obese children in California will achieve and maintain a healthy weight for their size and age, 99.9 percent of people served by community water systems will be served...
by systems with no water-quality problems), relative to a standard (air quality in every U.S. community will meet National Ambient Air Quality Standards), relative to the past (seat belt use will be 20 percent higher nationwide than the baseline established 20 years earlier), or relative to others (our school will perform in the top quartile of the state). Specific targets energize more than general ones, because they not only direct attention but also narrow goals, making them feel more attainable.

Challenging goals drive performance improvement because, perhaps counter to intuition, goal commitment is strengthened when goals are difficult and, more intuitively, because people (and organizations) work harder when they are strongly committed to a goal.\textsuperscript{14} Goal commitment is further strengthened when commitments are made public.\textsuperscript{15} But what constitutes a challenging goal, a stretch target? Edwin Locke, one of academia’s leading “goal experts,” has suggested that a stretch target is one with only a 10 percent chance of attainment.\textsuperscript{16} Consider the “failure rate” implications of that statement: Nine out of 10 times, effective challenging targets will not be met! An incentive system that penalizes individuals and organizations for failure to attain all of their targets will therefore primarily be punitive and undoubtedly detract from the quality of the work environment.

Clearly, for ambitious targets to drive performance improvement, they must be allowed to operate in a climate that anticipates missed targets. Missed targets must be viewed as an indication of a healthy, discovery-provoking, risk-tolerating enterprise. If individuals and organizations meet all of their targets all the time, it suggests the targets are too easy and therefore not likely to tap the performance-driving power of stretch targets.

More challenging goals trigger highly effective work attitudes for groups as well as for individuals, stimulating cooperation and innovation. Researchers in lab experiments have concluded: “Subjects in the groups with the tougher task, compared to ones with the easier assignment, put out more effort, took more time to discuss how they would work together and what procedures they would use, changed their individual and group plans more often, and showed more concern for the quality of their work.”\textsuperscript{17} Setting specific stretch goals unleashes the workforce’s reservoir of skills, knowledge, and instincts, and propels sustained, deliberate, and recurring strategy refinement to meet a goal. A specific, challenging target encourages delivery agents to “draw from a repertoire of skills that they have used previously in related contexts, and ... apply them to the present situation ... and ... engage in deliberate planning to develop strategies that will enable them to attain their goals....”\textsuperscript{18} In contrast, timid or easily met targets encourage a culture of compliance and control rather than one of creativity, learning, and rising performance.

Specific, challenging targets drive performance whether they focus on individual tasks, outputs, or outcomes. Agencies frequently achieve significant improvements in processing times, for example, when they set maximum allowable or average

### Goals

Goals drive performance improvement and enhance accountability even without a link to extrinsic incentives when they are:

- **Challenging**, but only for a few priority goals.
- **Specific**, to focus and communicate where breakthrough progress is desired, continual progress is sought, steady state is acceptable, and slippage will be tolerated.
- **Outcome-focused** wherever possible—except in instances where resources or skills are inadequate to meet the goal, in which case learning and capacity-building targets are appropriate, or where the outcome goal is unitary in nature, in which case milestones are appropriate.
- **Constructively used** by managers and others in the organization in a routine manner.

Group, rather than individual, goals should be set when cooperation is needed.
Case Study: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Sets Specific, Challenging Outcome-Specific Focused Goals

After passage of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and its parent organization, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), set an ambitious goal of raising seat belt use to 85 percent by 2000. It chose the goal because strong evidence indicated that increased belt use significantly reduces fatalities and accident severity. DOT recognized that to attain its target, it would need cooperation from states, localities, and automobile drivers, all of whom it could influence but none of whom it directly controlled. Yet because of the potentially high safety return on each federal dollar invested, DOT took the risk of pursuing this ambitious target dependent on so many uncontrollable factors. By 2000, the agency had reached a 71 percent use rate, up from 67 percent in 1967. In 2001, it attained a 73 percent use rate. By FY 2005, a nationwide 80 percent seat belt use rate had been achieved. It missed the 85 percent target it had set, but nonetheless achieved an unprecedented seat belt use rate.

The increase in seat belt use was obviously achieved not just by setting the goal, which focused and encouraged persistence, but by prompting a variety of non-traditional agency actions to meet it. It triggered funding shifts across DOT programs, for example. In FY 2003, the Federal Highway Administration directed funds from its budget to be used for state incentive grants to help NHTSA woo state and local cooperation, since the federal government does not directly enforce seat belt laws; states and localities do. Winning state and local cooperation was not enough to change outcomes, however. NHTSA also needed to assist its service delivery partners in understanding how to change local decisions and behavior. It tested and evaluated a seat belt use marketing campaign, then promoted its uptake, acting almost as a franchisor.

Case Study: Ohio Environmental Protection Agency Sets Specific, Challenging Response Time Goals

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency found goal setting very valuable when it set a goal in 2000 to clear out all administrative enforcement actions that had been in the docket more than two years. By the end of the year, Ohio EPA reduced the number of backlogged cases, some of which had been in the system three to five years, from 110 to 29. By the end of the second year, even with new cases, the number of cases exceeding the two-year threshold dropped to five. At the same time, the average age of all cases on the administrative docket dropped from 475 days to 325 days.

Case Study: Federal Emergency Management Agency Encounters Problems by Focusing on Tasks, Not Outcomes

Reluctance to deal with outcomes, the problems people face, proved a key weakness in the Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA) response to Hurricane Katrina. Even when it was clear that the state and local governments were overwhelmed by the magnitude of the problems caused by Katrina, FEMA leaders in the hurricane-ravaged area resisted whatever instincts they must have felt to fix the problems they saw. FEMA is organized into discrete task groups, so the agency instead responded only to specific task requests made by the states and localities. The “not on my task list” orientation resulted in absurd situations. For example, when the state requested cots for firefighters, according to one senior state official who went to help his colleagues in Louisiana, “We got the 500 cots, but that is all we got. We didn’t get any pillows or blankets.”

response time targets for a variety of transactions, including correspondence, complaints, general assistance calls to 311 or 800 numbers, permit applications, and even enforcement follow-up. While specific, challenging targets drive progress toward any kind of goal, at some stage government agencies need to adopt outcome-focused targets. When they fail to do so, they inevitably get caught on a treadmill managing what they do, rather than
what they are trying to accomplish. Outcomes tend to fade from attention despite the fact that government’s obsession with outputs or processes, rather than with outcomes, was a primary catalyst that led to the reform efforts requiring goal setting and performance measurement.

**Goals Communicate**

The focusing function of goals serves not just to energize, but to communicate. This is an especially beneficial attribute when cooperation across large organizations or organizational boundaries is needed to meet a goal. It is also useful as a means to engage the public in the value-based decision making that goal setting inevitably is. Specific goals serve as a form of shorthand that inexpensively and concisely communicate where the people of an organization should concentrate their efforts and intelligence.\(^\text{26}\) A goal serves as a “guide for directing members’ actions and integrating their moves.”\(^\text{27}\) It also serves as a form of shorthand for communicating with those beyond organizational boundaries—to enlist assistance and expertise, compel cooperation, and invite those in a democracy to exercise their voice when they disagree with targets that have been chosen.\(^\text{28}\)

The shorthand communication value of goals does not help an organization, however, if it has too many of them. Government agencies often find themselves overwhelmed because they are expected to do more than they can reasonably be expected to deliver. Successive legislative bodies and executives often articulate their priorities through law and policy directives, paying more attention to adopting something new than reconciling with or eliminating what was previously adopted. Even a single piece of legislation may teem with multiple objectives, the result of political compromise that fails to recognize (or chooses to ignore) the challenge it will present to implementing agencies. An abundance of goals, even if not inconsistent, overwhelm organizations, defeating the power of specific, challenging goals. That is not to suggest that an organization cannot have multiple goals.\(^\text{29}\) Effective organizations often have multiple goals in a single time period; they just cannot have too many challenging goals. All targets cannot be stretch targets.

Government organizations can consciously use targets as a shorthand communication tool to manage the problem of unreasonable expectations by broadcasting relative priorities. Agencies can specify stretch targets for priorities and where innovation and experimentation are sought, areas where steady progress is sought, areas where performance can remain level, and areas where some slippage will be tolerated. Agencies may want to set less ambitious targets, for example, when evidence suggests legal requirements no longer have a significant effect on improving outcomes but legislative bodies have not yet eliminated the requirement.

Goal specification in strategic and annual plans can, in other words, be used as a mechanism for managing the seemingly unending demand on government agencies to do everything with limited resources.\(^\text{30}\) By inclusion and omission, the goals that an agency includes in its strategic and annual plans communicate to the people of an organization and to the public what an agency will do and what it will not do, strengthening democratic accountability.

---

**Case Study: New York City Measurement Efforts Thrive When Attention Shifts to Outcomes**

New York City was an early adopter of performance measurement, begun after the city’s fiscal crisis of 1977. Some city agencies—such as the Sanitation Department, which hired observers to rate the cleanliness of each neighborhood—focused on outcomes. Most, however, did not. In 1994, when the New York City Police Department adopted an outcome-focused goal to reduce crime, and then successfully used fresh and frequent measurement to drive crime down 25 percent in two years, it demonstrated the power of managing with outcome-focused goals and measures (Kennedy School of Government, 2001). This approach, known as CompStat, quickly spread from police to other agencies, with a similar positive effect on outcomes. Today, all city departments are expected to use outcome-focused measurement and management, now known as CAPStat, which stands for Citywide Accountability Statistics (Smith and Grinker, 2003).
At the same time, if the targets in strategic and annual plans are inconsistent, the communication value of goals is diminished. Thus, when the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services set a target in its FY 2004–2008 strategic plan of reducing the proportion of Americans who are obese by 50 percent in 10 years (from 30.9 percent in 1999–2000 to 15 percent by 2010) but failed to include a specific annual target for obesity in its annual plan, it sent a confusing signal to the organization and missed an opportunity to drive performance improvement. Similarly, if specific, challenging targets do not align with the topics being regularly discussed by management, the workforce tends to lose sight of the goals. Instead, it shifts attention to concerns managers are voicing.

Outcome-focused goals often increase the need for cross-organizational collaboration. The need to communicate the goals to the public with a plan to meet them often necessitates new inter-organizational arrangements. When the U.S. Department of Transportation set a specific target of cutting railroad crossings accidents in half within six years, for example, it spurred cooperation between the Federal Railway Administration and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) because FHWA controlled the incentives that could get states and localities to make the problem a priority.

Establishment and communication of a specific, challenging goal can also enlist goal allies and keep a problem that concerns the public on government's action agenda. The Kyoto Protocol, an amendment to a United Nations treaty on climate change negotiated (but not ratified) in 1997, established a specific target for each developed country to cut overall emissions of greenhouse gases by at least 5 percent below 1990 levels (by 2008 to 2012.) The Protocol illustrates the performance-driving power of a specific, challenging goal. Even without being legally enforceable, the goal’s continued mention in the media, by other countries, and by organized political players is keeping the issue on the policy agenda, demanding attention even in countries that have chosen not to ratify the treaty (most notably the United States and Australia).

**Goals Strengthen Democracy and Accountability**

Agencies can use specific targets to inform the public about what they intend to do and what they intend not to do. This is an especially valuable tool when an agency believes it has more to do than its budget allows. Of course, the public and its elected representatives may not always agree with government’s choice of specific targets. Numerous democratic mechanisms exist, such as legislative hearings and elections, which citizens and their elected representatives can use to express support for or displeasure with specific goals and suggest changes. Legislative hearings do not always afford the most conducive environment for discussing goal appropriateness or refinement, however, and agencies may find it hard to sort out political grandstanding from genuine concern at such highly staged events.

Unquestionably, those in government seeking to tap the power of goals and measures to improve outcomes fare better if they have thick political hides and anticipate the legislative, media, and advocacy predilection for criticism over praise. Government agencies may be able to do more than develop a thick hide, however. An increasing body of evidence suggests that agencies can lessen beatings and enhance accountability by considering the interests of, informing, and engaging specific audiences. Few legislators, journalists, or advocates have either the experience or education in management methods likely to make them familiar with arguments for setting specific, challenging organizational goals ambitious enough to result in many missed

---

**Case Study: Missed Targets Not a Problem for EPA on the Lower Charles River**

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency failed to meet an ambitious local goal that the Lower Charles River in Massachusetts would be swimmable in 10 years, a goal it set in 1995. Yet it encountered little criticism from the local community and media when it failed to make its 2005 target, most likely because of its sustained 10-year commitment to meeting the goal and the way it informed the community about its strategies, whether or not they worked, and its updated action plans.
targets. Arguably, then, agencies could benefit if they try to discuss with legislators the motivational value of setting challenging goals and thus the implicit need to tolerate goal non-attainment in venues other than televised hearings.

Agencies may also want to create explicit mechanisms, such as open meetings, to discuss goal selection. Mayor Anthony Williams of Washington, D.C., launched the D.C. Scorecards, his goal-setting and performance-measurement effort, with a citywide forum of citizens to discuss city priorities. Used this way, specific goals not only drive performance improvement, but strengthen democracy and accountability as well.

One factor that threatens to tamp down U.S. federal agency adoption of ambitious targets is one aspect of OMB’s annual Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART) scoring process, an integral part of the budget process. Most aspects of PART have had a positive effect, pushing agencies to adopt ambitious targets, including rewarding agencies that adopt ambitious long-term and annual targets with a “yes” score on two questions. PART penalizes the same agencies, however, when they do not attain all of those targets, inevitably frustrating agencies who genuinely appreciate the value of setting challenging, realistic targets. If not adjusted, the expectation that agencies will set ambitious targets and meet all of them or get penalized in the PART scoring process will undoubtedly prove confusing and frustrating to many agencies.

Cautionary Considerations

Specific, challenging goals are powerful tools that can drive performance improvement and enhance accountability, but only if used and only if individuals and agencies are not penalized so seriously for missed targets that they refuse to set ambitious, outcome-focused ones. Specific targets also have limited value if they are conflicting, confusing, or so numerous and unconnected that they are ignored. Researchers have identified several additional cautionary conditions that can interfere with the performance-driving potential of goal setting:

- **A lack of supervisory support** for goals undermines employee interest in them. If organizations treat goals merely as words on paper, used in strategic and annual plans but never mentioned by managers, few in the organization will pay attention to them.
- **Assigned goals can be as effective as self-selected goals, but not if assigned tersely without explanation of purpose or rationale.** Even for outcome-focused goals where the goal itself reveals the purpose, a rationale explaining why a specific target was chosen over others can enhance commitment to the goal.
- **If a task is overly ambitious and so complex that it makes people anxious and confused,** it is better to break the goal down into component parts or to set specific, challenging learning goals instead of outcome-focused ones.
- **If a government program lacks data to measure outcomes,** staff to analyze data, or contracts to hire needed expertise, then it can be more appropriate to set challenging initial goals to acquire those capacities than near-term outcome targets.
- **While a few goals should be challenging, they must also be realistic,** taking into consideration available resources, skills, and authority.
- **When cooperation is needed** to accomplish a task, group goals are far more effective than

---

**Case Study: Missed Targets a Problem for NHTSA Under PART**

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration got “dinged” by the Office of Management and Budget (scoring “Small Extent” rather than “Yes”) in its Program Assessment Rating Tool, or PART, process for not making consistent progress toward its goal and for not meeting every annual target:

Over the long-term, the program has demonstrated progress toward achieving its long-term goals, as the highway fatality rate has decreased from 1.75 fatalities per 100 million VMT [vehicle miles traveled] in 1992 to 1.50 in 2003. However, NHTSA has not shown significant progress and did not meet the targets over the past three years. For the past two years, the rate has stayed the same—1.5 highway fatalities per 100 million VMT.
individual goals. Indeed, when cooperation is needed to do the job, individual goals prove inferior not just to group goals, but to no specific goal at all. Individual goals can work when combined with group goals, however, provided the objective is simple enough that group goals can accurately be broken down into individual goals.9

- **If goal commitment conflicts with workers’ beliefs and prior behavioral practices**, cognitive dissonance sets in. Workers will try to restore consistency by changing either their beliefs and behavior or their goal commitment. Strong goal commitments can shift beliefs and behavioral practices.40

**Summary and Implications**

In sum, setting specific, challenging goals is a powerful, performance-driving tool except in instances where resources or skills are inadequate to meet the goal, in which case it is better to break the challenging goal into more manageable milestones, including near-term learning and capacity-building goals. In setting targets, care must be taken to provide clarity of rationale and purpose; avoid complexity; select targets that are reasonable in the context of available resources, skills, and authority; and resist individual goals when group cooperation is needed.

Specific goals are also an effective mechanism for enhancing democratic accountability. They start a conversation with citizens about whether or not an agency has adopted the right priorities.

Goals do not need to be linked to any incentive—rewards or punishments—to be effective. Indeed, linking incentives to extrinsic rewards or punishments can interfere with the performance-driving effects of a goal, a topic explored more fully in the section “Building Block 5: Cautious Use of Externally Provided Incentives.” Specifically, if those setting targets fear the consequences of missing them, goal setters are more likely to select targets they can easily attain, forgoing the performance-driving potential of challenging goals.

To be useful, goals do, however, need to be used. And they need to be used in a constructive, not a critical, manner. Moreover, unused goals mislead the public and compromise one aspect of democratic accountability—that the public knows what government is trying to do. Therefore, managers should intentionally employ goals as a tool to stimulate performance gain. And legislators, budget offices, oversight agencies, and the media, in their quest for accountability, need to allow agencies to set and fail to meet specific, challenging, outcome-focused goals. If they do not and instead continually criticize agencies when goals are not met, it will interfere with the potential for goals to drive constructive change.

Specifically, to bring goals alive, they must be accompanied by feedback.41 Managers need to ensure that workers are provided that feedback.

For goals to be effective, people need summary feedback that reveals progress in relation to their goals. If they do not know how they are doing, it is difficult or impossible for them to adjust the level or direction of their effort or to adjust their performance strategies to match what the goal requires. If the goal is to cut down 30 trees in a day, people have no way to tell if they are on target unless they know how many trees have been cut. When people find they are below target, they normally increase their effort or try a new strategy.42

Without feedback, people and groups tend to believe past practices were more effective than they in fact were, prompting them to set overly ambitious goals and then invest in wasteful strategies to meet them.43 Feedback comes in two forms which tend to be complementary: measurement and verbal feedback communication discussing progress toward a goal. These are the next two building blocks to which we turn our attention.
Measurement is a quantitative form of feedback. Conversations about progress encourage people to pay attention to collected measurements and reinforce commitment to the goal. Measurement enables individuals and organizations to assess progress in relation to goals and adjust the level or direction of their effort as well as their performance strategies to match what the goal requires. Measurement is strengthened when reinforced by discussions exploring specific ways to advance toward a goal. Some goals such as landing a man on the moon in a decade may be so unitary in nature that measurement of progress toward the goal may not be appropriate. In those situations, milestone tracking, analysis of precursor and other contributory measurements, and discussions of progress toward the goal encourages persistence. Both individuals and organizations need feedback to tap the performance-driving power of goals. This section discusses how measurement improves outcomes and strengthens accountability; the next explores verbal feedback.

Building Block 2: Measurement to Motivate, Illuminate, and Communicate

Measurement functions in four distinct ways to drive performance and enhance accountability. Measurement:

- Motivates
- Illuminates
- Communicates
- Informs individual choices

Measurement Motivates

People and organizations like to do well. Therefore, because measurement enables people to see how well they are doing and adjust their actions accordingly, measurement motivates them to work harder to achieve specific goals even without the explicit promise of reward or threat of punishment.

Measurement also motivates because measurement relative to the past and relative to peers can serve a goal-setting function. Besting the prior year’s accomplishments can be seen as a dynamic mechanism that continually updates specific goals (although not always challenging ones) and therefore continually motivates because of the natural instinct to want to do better. In other words, even without a specific target, trend measurement sometimes plays a performance-driving role because past performance functions as a de facto goal. For both individuals and organizations, past performance motivates continual improvement for any trend that is both measured and discussed. If a performance trend is measured but not discussed, however, and is one of so many measured outcomes that attention is not naturally directed to it, past performance is not likely to motivate performance improvement.

The motivational force of peer performance is somewhat more complicated. Sometimes, peer performance functions in a manner similar to past performance, with best performers setting de facto goals in the absence of explicit targets. Other times, however, psychological reactions to comparison, competition, and relative position interfere with performance-improving aspects of measurement. Therefore, whether or not peer performance serves as a motivator is situational. It depends on how those being compared react to comparison, the explicitness and competitiveness of the comparison, the culture of the organization, the political strength of those who fear faring poorly, and the fairness of the comparison. It also depends on links to rewards and penalties, a topic explored more fully in the incentive section of this report, starting on page 39. Therefore, great care must be exercised when using comparative measurement to motivate performance improvement.
The remainder of this discussion on the motivational value of measurement explores the numerous nuances that need to be understood to use comparative performance as an effective motivator both for individuals and for organizations.

The performance of individual leaders essentially sets a specific, challenging performance goal in an ongoing, dynamic manner. Goals set by peer leaders motivate some people, but peer comparisons discourage others.\(^5\)

Even when comparative information is kept private (each person knows his or her individual score and performance relative to others, but individual information is not shared even among those being compared), comparison can depress the inclination of some individuals to do well.\(^6\) Individual performance can actually decline with comparison.\(^7\) To ensure a positive effect from comparison, the net effect of comparison would need to be determined for each situation.\(^8\)

Another way to accommodate differential reactions to comparison on individual motivation (without having to calculate the net effect for each situation) would be to create opt-in comparative opportunities, letting people who are motivated by comparison self-select into it. A specific form of comparison, overt competition, not only helps some individuals thrive, it tends to lead to better performance by winners.\(^9\) As in athletics, competition establishes higher and higher challenging targets for everyone, although only those who seek to be front-runners treat the very highest performance records as relevant.\(^10\) Opt-in competitions would therefore, arguably, create a “trickle-up” effect.

People often opt into comparative situations through career selection. Many who select sales as a profession, for example, thrive on comparative environments.\(^11\) In contrast, people who choose government as a career are less likely to be stimulated positively through comparison.\(^12\) To engage people in government who thrive on comparison and to achieve the breakthrough performance levels competition can spur, government should experiment with opt-in opportunities for comparison and competition. This would avoid discouraging the many people in government deterred by comparison but capture the “trickle-up” effect of those motivated by it.

One form of comparison, ranking, can be particularly irksome. Rankings list compared parties in order, from best to worst or visa versa, rather than displaying results alphabetically or in some other manner. Ranking not only intensifies the distastefulness of comparison for those discouraged by it, it also introduces another problem because of the large number of individuals who overrate their own performance. People instinctively compare themselves with one another,\(^13\) tend to overrate their own performance,\(^14\) and get discouraged when given feedback that reveals their performance was worse than they believed. “Survey evidence consistently shows … that some 80 percent of us think we are better-than-average drivers, and that even more of us think of ourselves as more productive than the average worker.”\(^15\) In other words, people in everyone’s hometown are like those in Garrison Keillor’s Lake Wobegon, “where all the children are above average.” Overestimating one’s abilities is not a problem, per se, because people tend to perform better when they have confidence in their own abilities.\(^16\) It becomes a problem if people get discouraged when they underperform their own self-expectations.\(^17\) Since only about 50 percent of people can perform above average (or, more precisely, above median), a non-trivial number of people who consider themselves “above average” (about 30 percent of drivers, for instance) are likely to be surprised and disappointed by their poor relative ranking. And since disappointed people tend to reduce their work effort,\(^18\) ranking everyone is likely to cause many workers to perform worse than they otherwise would have had they not been ranked.

To lessen the potential for discouragement, ranking is likely to be more effective if used primarily to identify the performance levels of leaders. Leaders can be chosen among those in a similar “pond” or “league,” so those being measured see the leader’s performance as relevant to their own.\(^19\) At the same time, in choosing relevant leaders, caution needs to be exercised not to choose those too close, because negative reactions tend to intensify when people compare themselves to those who are more proximate.\(^20\)

Another way to lessen the intensity and potentially discouraging effects of comparison on individuals while not losing its goal-setting, performance-driving value for everyone is to inform individuals privately about their own performance levels (but not their
rank), group averages, and the performance levels of the leaders. This approach is currently being used in public schools in Tennessee. The state organizes and analyzes performance data for four discrete performance units: district, building (school), teacher, and student. Each teacher and his or her supervisor are provided data comparing the teacher’s performance to the district and state average. To protect the privacy of other teachers, they are not given their performance relative to the school average. By law, no one but the teacher and the direct supervisor may obtain teacher performance information, although some teachers voluntarily share it.63

Organizational peer comparisons function somewhat as they do for individuals, but with some important distinctions because individual psyches are not so much at risk. As with individuals, some organizations see themselves as leaders and are spurred to higher heights because of comparison. Kennedy was spurred to set his “man on the moon in a decade” goal because Russia’s leadership in space had embarrassed the United States. Similarly, comparative international statistics showing the relatively poor standing of the United States in international math and science tests relative to other developed countries successfully prodded policy and program changes.64 Some localities, such as San Diego County in California, Fairfax County in Virginia, Montgomery County in Maryland, and the City of Charlotte in North Carolina, similarly see themselves as leaders and strive for national leadership recognition.

Whether or not organizations have a “drop-back,” performance-depressing effect from comparison similar to that evident in individuals is less clear. It is hard to imagine a private, for-profit organization overtly resisting comparison, because comparison and competition is the conceptual premise of a free market economy. It is less difficult to imagine an aversion to comparison among not-for-profit or governmental organizations, which see themselves as noncompetitive almost by definition. Certainly, state and local agencies frequently espouse that aversion, except in the economic development arena.

What is less obvious is whether the espoused resistance to organizational comparison is accompanied by the sort of performance-dampening effect evident in individuals. Reportedly, in some cases, poor relative performance triggers the opposite reaction: self-generated, performance-improving efforts. Legislators in states ranked at the “back of the pack” in Governing magazine’s Government Performance Project have used their low scores as ammunition to push legislative changes in their states.65 Similarly, external advocates routinely use rankings, such as biggest polluters, highest teen pregnancy levels, or worst education scores, to press for (and sometimes win) needed changes in specific areas.66 Whether or not some states get so discouraged that they drop out, as is the case with some individuals, is less clear.

Multidimensional ranking, indexing, or grading systems can be problematic motivators for both individuals and organizations if performance for each of the underlying factors that constitute the basis for comparison are not distinctly reported and easily accessed. Without that specificity, multidimensional rankings send confusing signals about how those being measured can improve their performance. Moreover, when made public, they simply embarrass poorly ranked parties without providing a clear path forward for improvement.

Unless the factors used in an index are based on research or compelling logic identifying the precise combination of past practices that contributed to successful outcomes, multidimensional ranking or

---

**Case Study: NHTSA and the Federal Highway Administration Organize, Analyze, and Disseminate Data**

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and the Federal Highway Administration have long gathered and published, on an annual basis, reams of tables showing comparative state information. The tables provide state data on different outcomes, such as accident rates involving bicycles and other pedalcycles, as well as important characteristics believed to affect outcomes, such as population levels and the number of vehicle miles traveled. The tables neither rank states nor try to combine multiple outcomes into a single outcome indicator. They do, however, support performance improvements thanks to an organizational emphasis on the illumination power, rather than motivational value, of measurement, a subject explored more fully in the next section.
grading systems are simply subjective. They will not necessarily improve performance even if they successfully stimulate copycat behavior by those seeking to fare better the next time around. Multidimensional comparison can be more effective and fair if rated individuals or organizations can learn precisely why they scored as they did, with comparative information on each factor that made up the combined indicator.

In sum, measurement can motivate even without incentives. When a goal exists, measurement functions as feedback that can inform specific future actions to reach the goal. When goals do not exist, measurement can also motivate by setting \textit{de facto} “better than the past” goals. Comparative measurement can motivate as well, but can also have offsetting effects among those discouraged by or resentful of comparison. To lessen the prospects from problems associated with comparison, several specific alternatives have been suggested:

- Opt-in public comparative opportunities, especially for individuals, may motivate more performance gains than involuntary public comparison, which can trigger self-protective, unproductive responses.

- Ranking is useful for identifying individual performance leaders as benchmarks for study, for illuminating a path forward for others, and for identifying those needing the most assistance. Hiding the identity of those being ranked, even for those who rank highest except when they have agreed to have their identity revealed, lessens comparative tensions.

- Multidimensional comparisons of individuals and organizations should reveal, privately for individuals, how each performer fared on each dimension of performance used as the basis for comparison. This is essential for the multidimensional comparisons to motivate improvement.

Comparative measurement, ranking, and grading can create other problems, as well, and caution must be taken to avoid them. Comparative measurements irritate those being compared when they feel the process and criteria used as the basis for comparison are not fair.\cite{67} For everyone, whether individuals or organizations, comparative measurement is irritating rather than performance-improving when measurements chosen as the basis for comparison are inaccurate.

Great care needs to be taken to use accurate information not just for public comparisons, but to guide decisions about which programs (or providers) to continue and which to curtail. For goals and measures to improve performance and enhance accountability, government agencies need to make data accuracy a goal, and then invest in, measure, and publicly report on progress toward the data accuracy goal. When setting the goal, however, 100 percent accurate data is seldom needed. The data accuracy goal should support the intended use of the data. Data for illumination purposes, used to trigger focused follow-up, does not need to be as accurate (and therefore as costly to generate) as data used as the basis for reward or penalty.

**Measurement Illuminates**

As has been suggested in the previous section, measurement drives performance improvement not just by awakening intrinsic instincts to do better, but by illuminating a performance-improving path forward, shining a spotlight on problems needing attention, and sparking insights or questions. In many cases, comparative aspects of collected data—relative position, clusters or patterns where one group has significantly different measurement values than others, changes in measurement values relative to the past, outliers where a measurement value is extremely different from others, anomalies where the measurement value is different from what was expected, direction changes, and sudden speed-ups or slowdowns—guide the search for problems and progress.\cite{68} Of course, analysis that finds or confirms relationships among measurements is also important. Comparative information sometimes reveals solutions worth replicating or problems needing attention. Other times, comparative measurement triggers focused follow-up questions, narrowing the search for causes of problems and more precise, effective, and cost-effective problem corrections.

*Performance leaders* not only set a bar for others to meet, they also provide experience others can study and replicate, providing a path to better performance.

*Performance laggards*, in contrast, signal a need for attention, whether the performance lag is relative to people, organizations, conditions, or events. That the United States ranks only 19th among countries in life expectancy for women and 25th for men, for example,\cite{69}
Despite having the 4th highest gross national income per capita suggests a problem needing attention. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recognizes the problem in its Healthy People 2010 publication. It is now beginning to “drill down” to understand the causes, looking for variations in life expectancy rates by income, race, and gender that might explain the causes of the United States’ comparatively low international status.

Data anomalies, unexpected measurement readings, can also direct the search for problems and progress. Measurement outliers can often be mere statistical artifacts, but they should not be completely disregarded because outliers can also be revealing. Agencies that measure the timeliness of responses to applications, permits, correspondence, and other queries have discovered the value of studying situations associated with the longest response times to understand why they happened. This understanding then informs the design of preventive strategies to lessen repeat occurrences.

Clusters of problems, where one place, kind of person, or kind of organization has a higher frequency of unwanted events than others, can also lead to detection of problems and solutions.

Measurements gathered for short-term or what some have characterized as street-level decision making.

---

**Case Study: NHTSA Searches for Successes**

The U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) continually scans accident data gathered from states to discover successful models. For example, through its ongoing scanning efforts, NHTSA found a program in the state of North Carolina (borrowed from Canada) that increased seat belt use, a practice prior measurement of accidents had revealed to be effective in cutting the severity of accident consequences. After detecting the successful North Carolina program, NHTSA then needed to test its applicability in other communities. To do that, it enlisted states to participate in a controlled study. Some states fully implemented the adapted North Carolina approach, which NHTSA dubbed the “Click It or Ticket” program; some tested their own method to increase seat belt use; and a control group did nothing. All states agreed to use a common method to measure seat belt use: Observers stood at busy intersections before the campaign was started and afterwards and counted seat belt wearers as a percentage of all car passengers. The controlled experiment showed a significant increase in seat belt use among states using the North Carolina–adapted NHTSA approach compared to states using other approaches and the control group. Scanning performance data from the states detected a possibly successful program. A controlled, measured experiment confirmed it. Once confirmed, a compelling argument could be made for all states to change their practices.

---

**Case Study: NHTSA Searches for Problems and Factors That Affect the Magnitude of Consequences**

The U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) also scans comparative data to find societal and program problems needing attention. It analyzes annual traffic accident statistics, for example, to identify the most common causes of traffic accidents, especially high-cost accidents. Its scanning efforts brought its attention to motorcycle accidents, especially accidents involving motorcycle riders not wearing helmets, as a priority traffic safety problem. Understanding this, NHTSA wanted to understand how laws affect helmet use and accident consequences, so it began tracking the number and characteristics of helmet laws in each state. When two states, Kentucky and Louisiana, repealed their motorcycle helmet laws in a time period when other states’ helmet laws remained unchanged, it provided NHTSA the opportunity to compare changes in fatality and injury rates associated with motorcycle helmet laws. NHTSA commissioned a study to compare the fatality and injury rates in the two states to the rate of change in other states. The study found that Kentucky and Louisiana had significantly higher injury and fatality rates than other states, which experienced only a slight increase in fatality rates and a slight decrease in injury rates during the same period. By routinely tracking state laws, NHTSA was able to learn from a natural experiment that often arises when state laws change. With this sort of comparative analysis to find problems and safer practices, NHTSA realizes the enormous value gained when federal agencies step forward to fill the role of scientist studying state experiments, realizing Brandeis’s vision of the states as “laboratories of democracy.” Too often, despite the much proclaimed value of states as laboratories, the lessons are lost because the scientists are missing.
can also support longer-term evaluations such as retrospective regression analyses to confirm working assumptions, provided the collected measurements are well organized and disseminated so researchers can readily access them.

In sum, measurement can illuminate as well as motivate. Studying measurements provides a powerful tool for detecting problems, causes of problems, and technically effective and efficient solutions. While measurement relative to a goal is motivational, it is measurement relative to the past, peers, and other situations that reveals the greatest performance-improving and accountability-enhancing insights. The challenge with measurement, then, is to create a culture that encourages comparative measurement to illuminate solutions, detect problems, and positively motivate, while discouraging dysfunctional uses of and responses to measurement.

### Case Study: EPA Learns Lessons from Anomalies

An anomaly in collected data helped the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) detect a previously unknown problem, find its cause, and then craft an effective solution that not only improved water quality at the site where the original measurement occurred but at other similar sites. A local watershed association for a river in Massachusetts started collecting monthly water-quality readings for 37 points along the 80-mile stretch of the river and posting it on its website. This made it possible for the regional EPA office to obtain and study frequent, up-to-date water-quality data. When EPA detected an anomalous reading, a downstream reading worse than an upstream one that could not be explained by permitted wastewater discharge between the two monitoring points, it triggered a simple but focused follow-up question: Why?

EPA and city officials walked the pipes of the sewer systems between the two monitoring points, and discovered a facility illegally hooked up to the storm sewer instead of the sanitary sewer, causing raw waste to discharge into the river. In other words, measurement helped the agency detect a problem and triggered focused follow-up to understand its cause. Someone in EPA then suggested lifting storm sewer drain caps on dry days to look for running water, leading to the discovery of numerous other illegal hook-ups. Measurement revealed a problem, triggered focused follow-up, and stimulated creative thinking about additional problem detection methods. Using enforcement warnings, enforcement actions, and other tools, EPA then compelled the illegal dischargers to eliminate illegal connections. Measurement also revealed that the solutions EPA tried were effective. Water quality increased dramatically in a five-year period.21

### Measurement Communicates

Measurement communication can also be a powerful performance-driving, accountability-enhancing tool. Measurement communication enhances accountability by reporting progress to the public and revealing problems competing for public attention and resources. Communicating measures improves performance by promoting successes, alerting people to problems, and providing a shorthand language to support multi-party outcome improvement efforts. It can also improve performance by focusing supervisory attention on ways to improve performance rather than on debates about whether or not problems exist.

Public reporting of measurements indicating progress relative to targets enhances performance accountability by communicating how well government has accomplished what it set out to do and by identifying where it encountered problems.

### Case Study: Coast Guard Detects and Diagnoses Clusters

The U.S. Coast Guard marine environmental protection program counts oil spills, chemical spills, debris, and nuisance (water) species. The Texas field office studied characteristics of oil spill patterns and noticed that most of the spills occurred at night. Since all inspections occurred during the day, this finding immediately suggested a program change—shifting some inspections to the evening hours. When the Coast Guard tried this, the number of oil spills dropped (a fact the Coast Guard could detect because it routinely counts oil spills). By studying the data, the Coast Guard found a problem. The data also suggested that a solution it tested was effective and worth trying in other areas where similar nighttime spill patterns are found.
Public reporting of measurements also helps governments select targets. Detecting a problem does not imply that the problem should be fixed, however, nor does detection of a solution necessarily warrant replication. Those decisions depend on other demands on organizational resources. Along with communicating measurements to the public, government should then communicate which problems it intends to address by the targets it sets and, by omission, which it will not.

Measurement transparency lets citizens and their elected officials determine whether they agree with the priorities government agencies have chosen. Even if an agency has not adopted a specific target for problems such as obesity, water quality, or the crime rate, reporting trends in those areas provides the community with better information about problems needing attention and the priority-setting trade-offs government is making, giving citizens the opportunity to dissent if they disagree.

It is often asserted that what gets measured gets managed. That is clearly not always the case. What is clear is this: That which is measured and publicly reported is more likely to ripen the policy stream and appear as an action item on the policy agenda than that which is not. Simply stated, that which is not measured is hard to address in an effective manner. Even when it has not set explicit targets, government communicates to the public the societal and program issues it is monitoring by sharing the data it collects. Measurement communication is therefore a key aspect of democratic accountability. Without publicly reported measurement information in areas of concern, public policy and management attention will naturally drift to areas that are measured.

Measurement communication also supports performance improvement by promoting problem finding and problem fixing. Measurement communication can bolster efforts to find common patterns of problems needing attention. When the Texas field office of the U.S. Coast Guard marine environmental protection program found that most spills occurred at night, it could then alert other field offices to look for similar nighttime spill patterns. Measurement communication can also promote performance improvement, especially when it is integrated into well-packaged, measurement-rich material such as NHTSA’s “Buckle Up America,” “Click It or Ticket,” and “Operation ABC—America Buckles Up Children” campaigns to promote the uptake of more effective, cost-effective program management practices.

Measurement communication also supports performance improvement by supporting networks that find problems, solutions, and opportunities. Several multi-party watershed projects use measurement as a precise, shorthand language to provide updates on shared goals and to engage the efforts and enlist the expertise of a network of goal-sharing parties. The Bureau of Labor Statistics and the U.S. Census Bureau have long shared data in ways that engage the expertise of thousands, stimulating studies that help communities and businesses advance their own outcomes. More recently, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) discovered how measurement publication stimulates non-governmental, value-adding analysis. ED wisely decided to fund the compilation of state educational outcome data into a single, nationwide database that normalizes school scores across states by reporting scores relative to each state’s own median. This enabled a not-for-profit organization concerned about low-income students, the Education Trust, to create its own web-based database to facilitate the search for high-performing, high-poverty, high-minority schools, helping researchers study these schools to identify factors contributing to their success.

Inside an organization, measurement communication can often defuse what, without evidence, becomes testy supervisory conversations about performance improvement. By letting the numbers reveal problem areas, well-constructed measurement systems relieve supervisors of the need to debate the existence of problems in discussions with their direct reports. This allows supervisory discussions to shift instead
to considering specific ways to improve performance. Measurements “reduced the chances for the development of conflict and antagonism; they made possible a more cordial and cooperative relationship between subordinates and their supervisors.”

In sum, measurement communication enhances accountability by reporting to the public whether or not government achieved the goal it set out to meet, where problems remain, and what other problems are competing for attention. Measurement communication boosts performance by promoting successful interventions, alerting other places to possible problems needing attention, and supporting multi-party outcome-improving efforts. Measurement communication plays one other critical performance-improving, accountability-enhancing role: It informs consumer and electoral choice, the topic of the next section.

**Measurement Informs Choices**

Measurement communicates options to those faced with consumer, business, or electoral choices, enabling a better match between individual preferences and the services government provides. Although there is a tendency to think of government agencies as a monopoly, agencies can sometimes structure service delivery (and even some regulatory) programs in ways that drive performance improvement through healthy competition, demand shifting, and better matches to consumer tastes or client needs. The key is communicating operational and outcome measurement in a way that encourages these dynamics, transforming data through analysis in a way that serves the needs of specific audiences and then delivering the data to users so they can find and use it when they need it. The explosive growth in wireless communication technologies and handheld equipment makes this aspect of measurement communication an increasingly important performance-improving, accountability-enhancing opportunity for government.

Visitors to motor vehicle offices in some states benefit from online data about wait times at each office, just as parents have long made home-purchasing decisions based on the best available data about schools. Unfortunately, most school performance data tend to reveal more about parental income, highly correlated with test scores, than about the skills of the schools’ teachers. If states reported school test scores in a manner that controlled for key background variables, parents could see the net “value” each school adds. This would undoubtedly lead to different home-purchasing patterns. Moreover, measurements could be analyzed and communicated in a manner that facilitates a better match between students and schools. Parents of slow learners, for example, may prefer a school that does particularly well teaching the lowest quartile of students, while those of average learners may want a school that is particularly adept at teaching those in the middle two quartiles.

An indexing process that compiles various performance indicators into a single ranking or grade to inform consumer choice inevitably involves

---

**Case Study: Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles**

**Packages Measurement Information to Inform Consumer Choice**

Consider how data analysis and audience-focused dissemination could transform state motor vehicle offices, often highly detested because of their long wait times. The Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles (RMV) posts real-time (current) wait times for each office on its website. This real-time posting is a noteworthy step in the right direction. Before leaving their home or office, visitors can check the website to find wait times at the closest registry offices and decide which one to visit. Imagine how much more powerful a bit more analysis and its dissemination would be if average wait time by type of transaction as well as averages for different hours of each day (time of day), day of the week, and week of the year were also posted for each office. Registry visitors could plan ahead to visit the nearest office on a slower day, also checking the real-time web post before departure to avoid unusual days. This slight bit of data dissemination would shift peak load pressures and lessen stress both on Registry visitors and Registry staff. It might also instill a bit of healthy competition among Registry offices to keep average wait times down. In addition, it could reduce program costs and provide users of government services with better options. If program budgets are not cut to offset the gains in cost-effectiveness, users of government services would most likely also receive faster service.
subjective judgments about the relative import of indicators included in (as well as those excluded from) the index. This can not only result in ill-informed consumer decisions, but also motivate ill-advised behavioral changes or measurement manipulations by those being measured. Some colleges and universities have reportedly engaged in denominator padding, for example, by changing their definition of an application to fare more favorably on U.S. News & World Report’s annual report card.80

Measurement communication can also function as an effective regulatory tool driving performance improvement when government-reported data influences consumer choice. In Los Angeles County, health inspectors grade restaurant hygiene based on compliance with local health laws. Not surprisingly, the grades influence patron decisions about where to eat. To avoid losing customers, restaurants have upgraded their health practices to earn high grades.81 Where grading is relatively simple, based on a few well-chosen performance indicators, and where it informs consumer purchasing decisions as is the case with restaurant grades, measurement communication can motivate improved performance. Even more complicated comparative measurement systems such as those associated with financial investments appear to motivate improved performance or at least reduce risks when consumers are sophisticated.82

Government agencies should consider more carefully if and how they can support the consumption choices of those whom they serve through better measurement communication. This will lead to healthy competition that motivates supplier effort and innovation and shifts in demand patterns, ultimately achieving a better match between demander preferences and provider products when the needs (or tastes) of consumers of government services vary.

In addition, to enhance democratic accountability, government agencies should consider more carefully how they can better support the electoral choices of citizens by revealing not only specific goals, but also accomplishments and problems relative to goals, the past, and their peers. If the public does not agree with the bundle of goal and measurement choices that its elected officials have made, voters can select candidates who promise a preferable bundle of goals. Although most elected officials have shown little interest in setting goals and measuring performance toward them, presumably wary of inviting attack should they fail to meet their targets, several elected executives have embraced goal setting and performance measurement in recent years. Those who have done so include New York City Mayors Rudy Giuliani and Michael Bloomberg, District of Columbia Mayor Anthony Williams, Baltimore Mayor Martin O’Malley, and Washington State Governors Norman Locke and Christine Gregoire. All but Gregoire, who is in her first term, readily won re-election. Although this does not prove that goals and measures are a good political tool, it does suggest that they are not as politically poisonous as often feared.

In sum, measurement informs consumer and electoral choices. Governments can and should manage their measurement communication in a way that supports the choices of those they serve, supporting healthy competition that motivates effort, innovation, and better matches between consumers and providers when consumer (or citizen) needs and preferences vary.

### Cautionary Considerations

As with goals, care must be exercised to tap the potential of performance measurement without unleashing fears that provoke dysfunctional behaviors, most notably measurement manipulation and measurement elimination. When measures inform decisions, care must also be exercised to ensure an adequate level of measurement accuracy.

Measurement manipulation is a serious issue because it provides organizations with bad information for decision making. Manipulated measures send bad signals about which interventions are working and which are not, resulting in misguided decisions about practices to expand and practices to discontinue.

**Use Measurement to Inform Choice**

Government agencies should consider if and how they can support the choices of those they serve through enhanced measurement communication. They should look for opportunities to stimulate healthy competition, shifts in demand patterns, and better matches between demander preferences and provider products with audience-focused characterization and dissemination of measurement information.
While some people respond to comparative measurement by shirking their work efforts, others so fear a poor performance rating that they manipulate the measures.

Measurement elimination, the dismantling of measurement systems, is obviously a problem, because for all but the most simple targets, the absence of relevant measures makes it impossible to determine whether or not progress is being made. Organizations sometimes so fear the consequences of measurements that they organize to dismantle or prevent the establishment of measurement systems. Data system destruction tends to occur most frequently when a poor relative standing threatens those being compared and the political power of those threatened by comparison exceeds that of those using comparative information. This has frequently been a problem plaguing recurring efforts to introduce measurement into hospitals, education, and the environment.

For comparative organizational measurement systems to survive, the political strength of the audience using the measurements needs to exceed that of those at risk by being compared. Agencies will be well served if they think about how to strengthen the political power of measurement consumers as a strategic issue so that measurement can survive and effectively motivate, illuminate, communicate, and inform choices.

Measurements are infuriating rather than performance-improving when inaccurate information is used to guide consumer choices, regulatory action, or program or provider funding decisions. As noted earlier, for goals and measures to improve performance and enhance accountability, government agencies need to make data accuracy a goal, and then invest in, measure, and publicly report on progress toward the data accuracy goal, setting the target level of the data accuracy goal commensurate with the intended use of the data.

Case Study: Cheating in Texas Schools

Reporters for the Dallas Morning News have detected measurement anomalies that suggest serious cheating problems in at least 400 schools out of 7,700 statewide; test scores for students in those 400 schools were three standard deviations away from test scores for the same students the previous year. One teacher told reporters, “You’re expected to cheat...” Fellow teachers, she said, instructed her how to help students during the tests. Teachers annually complain to the head of the Houston Federation of Teachers that principals urge them to cheat but will not file formal complaints for fear of retribution.

Yet despite signs of serious cheating, the state of Texas has declined to follow up on the findings with all but a handful of schools, preferring to follow up only on verified complaints that can be prosecuted. Rather than using measurements to find problems and work with the schools to fix them in a performance-improving learning approach, the state has apparently opted for a narrow compliance-focused accountability approach.

Case Study: Fears Lead to Watered-Down Measures

During the debate over the 1996 amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act in the U.S. Congress, representatives of local government lobbied hard to water down mandatory water-quality reporting requirements. They feared that the public would overreact to the presence of trace amounts of certain elements in drinking water.

Rather than trying to figure out how to inform the public about inevitable risks, many localities preferred to limit the disclosure of performance information.

Case Study: Strong Demand of Military Drives Educational Performance Measures

Even the efforts of the illustrious Florence Nightingale and Horace Greeley to establish public performance reporting on the performance of hospitals and schools did not prevail. It was only when the military needed comparative educational performance data to meet its hiring needs that a mechanism to compare student educational readiness survived. That’s because a politically powerful constituency, the military—and eventually other well-organized political voices such as colleges and universities—deemed the data useful.
Summary and Implications

In sum, measurement can motivate, illuminate, communicate, and inform choices, and, in so doing, strengthen accountability and improve outcomes. People and organizations like to do well and work harder when they see they are making progress relative to a goal or to the past. Comparison motivates some people and organizations. Other people, however, get discouraged by peer comparison. Measurement illuminates by revealing problems needing attention and program successes worthy of replication, and by triggering focused follow-up questions. Measurement also serves as a useful shorthand language for communication among goal sharers, citizens, and consumers of government services. Care must be exercised in using measurement, however, to tap its potential without unleashing fears that provoke dysfunctional behavior, such as measurement manipulation, measurement elimination, outcome avoidance, and timid targets. The problematic aspects of comparative measurement can be lessened if more emphasis is placed on its illumination value rather than its motivational or controlling value.
Goals and measures are potentially powerful performance-driving tools, but they have little performance-driving effect if simply communicated via written words in a plan or report. They have little value unless someone pays attention to them.

To be useful, they must be used. A leader (at any level of an organization, but ideally starting at the top) must not only frequently articulate a consistent set of goals so the organization stays focused on them, but must also encourage others in the organization to articulate them. Managers need to reinforce the priority of specific, challenging goals, or they will be forgotten, pushed aside by other topics of discussion. More than simply articulating the goals, though, managers also need to pay attention to measurement of progress toward the goal and provide verbal feedback.

Feedback is the essential ingredient that unleashes the power of goals and measures. Years ago, researchers discovered the powerful effect of attention on worker productivity, even without goals. This is often referred to as the Hawthorne effect, named after the manufacturing plant where the surprising research finding was discovered. Researchers sought to test the effect of lighting changes on worker productivity. To their surprise, worker productivity improved whether lighting was increased or decreased. It did not, however, improve among those not in the experiment. The magic motivator proved to be attention, not lighting. One simple but often underutilized method managers can use to motivate workers is to discuss their work with them.

How managers or team leaders provide feedback directly affects performance levels. Key to performance improvement is winning worker commitment to a goal. This can be achieved by helping people in an organization focus on specific, challenging goals and by building their self-confidence that they can get the job done. Formal recognition devices are not necessary. Effective feedback can be provided informally, simply expressing appreciation for work well done. The commendation must be specific and genuine, however. It cannot be general or phony. Managers build confidence by helping workers set goals, stay focused on them, ensure adequate training so they acquire needed skills and knowledge, and maintain confidence that they can reach their goals.

In addition to building goal commitment, managers can “coach” improved performance. They can help employees sequence tasks so that prospects for early success are enhanced. Managers are most helpful if they discuss and provide advice about specific actions employees can try. Feedback using specific illustrations is more useful than generalized feedback about performance levels. “Research studies have demonstrated that the most useful feedback tends to be behaviorally specific, identifying those high-leverage behaviors that can be improved and providing guidance on how to do so.” Finding and presenting relevant benchmarking models to workers is also helpful, provided the models are not perceived as out
of reach. Overly ambitious benchmarks tend to be daunting rather than inspiring. In addition, successful coaches find someone the worker respects to communicate the belief that the worker can achieve the goal. The influential person can be the supervisor, but can also be a peer or other persuasive associate. By framing measurement and feedback in a constructive manner, recognizing successes and showing an achievable path forward, managers help workers tap into the performance-enhancing aspect of measurement.\textsuperscript{96}

Constructive feedback is far more motivating than critical or condemnatory feedback. “Positive performance feedback enhances intrinsic interest when provided in an informational (as opposed to a controlling) manner.”\textsuperscript{97} In contrast, negative supervisory feedback, especially that which does not align with what performance measurements reveal, can so enrage even enthusiastic workers that previously strong performance not only declines but remains weak even after a change in supervisors.\textsuperscript{98}

People tend to be more motivated when they believe they are doing well and disheartened when they sense they are doing poorly.

Managers can help workers boost performance by training them to carry on positive, rather than negative, internal conversations in their own heads. This works because people can function as their own internal coaches, encouraging and discouraging themselves with internal feedback.\textsuperscript{99}

New technologies can also provide performance-improving feedback when used in constructive, non-critical ways. A recent study of 12 young drivers showed that when cameras were installed in their cars for subsequent viewing by both the teen and the parents, risky driving behavior by teens dropped 75 percent. One of the study participants recognized the value of specific feedback for learning. “That is why this was good, because people can tell you what to do all they want, but when you actually see it, that is when you learn.”\textsuperscript{100}

More frequent feedback is better than less feedback, in part because it helps workers recalibrate their goals based on experience,\textsuperscript{101} leading to a higher rate of successful goal attainment and strategy adjustment. That is not to suggest frequent goal changes are essential, but that realistic adjustments are important.

Feedback enhances both individual and group performance. In addition to the feedback that benefits individuals, group feedback should clarify who has lead accountability for specific targets. That is, managers or the group should clearly identify a manager for each goal. Group feedback works best when it not only clarifies roles but at the same time builds a sense of organizational unity. In addition, it can be used to reinforce organizational ethical norms and behavioral boundaries, the “thou shalt nots” that reinforce fiscally and ethically accountable behavior. Clear delineation of the boundaries of unallowable behavior frees people up to innovate within those boundaries so long as they do not trespass beyond them.\textsuperscript{102}

Specific functions managers should encourage as part of constructive group feedback are:

- Help members set challenging but realistic goals, adjusting them as needed.
- Make sure each member understands what his or her contribution is to the final product.
- Ensure group participants understand how their membership in the group is helpful.
- Emphasize the unity of the group.
- Change goals that are too difficult.
- Encourage talk in meetings about how performance can be improved.
- Avoid fear of failure.
- Help members feel responsible for the group’s fate.
- Give members assignments that suit their abilities.\textsuperscript{103}
- Clearly define boundaries of unacceptable practice.\textsuperscript{104}

If direct supervisors fail to provide the needed feedback without prompting, these findings argue that goal managers charged with meeting a specific, challenging goal should initiate discussion of their progress toward the goal with the supervisor or with others whom they respect. The discussions should break the goal into manageable pieces, examine concrete illustrations of specific behaviors and strategies that might help advance progress, and reinforce confidence that the job can be done. The forum for the feedback is not as important as the way feedback is delivered.
In sum, feedback is the essential ingredient that unleashes the power of goals and measures. Leaders, supervisors, and sometimes even colleagues can use feedback to improve performance by helping people and organizations stay focused on specific, challenging goals; building confidence they can get the job done; ensuring adequate training and resources; sequencing tasks and adjusting goals when they prove overly ambitious; and providing advice about and illustrations of specific actions to try. In addition, feedback helps in building group unity and appreciation of individual contributions to the group; encouraging interactive exploration of performance improvement options; accepting failure as a by-product of challenging goals; clearly assigning roles; and clearly delineating boundaries of unacceptable practice.
Building Block 4: Interactive Inquiry

Feedback is a powerful tool both for individuals and for groups. It can be even more powerful for groups when it is delivered in a manner that goes beyond simple supervisory observations to stimulate ideas, encourage interactive inquiry, and tap resources and expertise beyond a goal manager’s direct control.

More feedback is better than less, so group feedback can enrich individual feedback provided it is delivered in a well-directed, non-random, and constructive manner. Meetings afford an opportunity to invite non-supervisors to provide specific, relevant, and compelling examples to suggest a path forward and build confidence that specific targets can be met. This argues for engaging others who might be familiar with relevant benchmarks and whose views goal seekers respect in feedback, strategy development, and operational brainstorming.

In recent years, several government and nonprofit agencies have established frequent, regularly scheduled, goal-focused, measurement-rich meetings where “management discourse … is by the numbers.” Perhaps the most well-known of these efforts is CompStat (short for computerized statistics), an approach developed by the New York City Police Department (NYPD) to drive the crime rate down. The success of CompStat has spread across city agencies in New York, moving from the police department to the parks, corrections, and welfare departments. It has also been replicated in police departments across the country, and applied more broadly to other social issues in city (CitiStat in Baltimore and Pittsburgh) and recently in state government (Washington State’s Government Management, Accountability, and Performance—GMAP). When inter-organizational cooperation is needed to accomplish a goal or when opportunities for cross-organizational learning exist, regularly scheduled, goal-focused, measurement-rich meetings provide a time- and cost-efficient forum to identify problems, refine goals, plan cooperative action, discuss progress, and improve results. Meetings need to focus on goals, measurements that provide feedback relative to the goals, analysis and discussion to enhance measurement interpretation, long-term strategies, and shorter-term action plans informed by the evidence.

The NYPD convenes CompStat meetings for each police precinct or district at least once each month to focus on outcomes and the activities undertaken to influence them, and to engage the expertise and commitments of those in the organization with relevant information or resources.

CompStat meetings … should not include discussions of policies, budgets, internal discipline, politics, organization structure, or any other item not directly related to crime reduction…

Each session focuses on the activities in one or two geographic areas. Those commanders who are going to be involved in the discussion about trends and strategies in their districts may invite other members of their staffs who might play a role in, or add to, the discussion. Another group that should attend includes commanders from specialized units whose resources might be needed to adequately respond to crime patterns or other trends. Patrol commanders from adjacent areas or other patrol commanders who would benefit from exposure and experience may be directed to attend also.
One of the oft-mentioned benefits of CompStat-like meetings is the presence of key personnel, including the legal, contracts, financial, human resource, and information departments. Much of the time, these staff office leaders ask questions of the goal managers. Other times, they are available to provide quick answers to key questions, speeding response times that otherwise delay a project. The diversity of experienced people in the room allows a stimulating mix of ideas informed by varied professional perspectives and experiences. It can also broaden consideration of program approaches and speed decision making and implementation. One key to the success of interactive inquiry meetings is that the person running the meeting “must have sufficient authority to order the coordination of services … and to implement strategies.”

Frequent interactive inquiry meetings are also useful for tackling three especially tricky operational problems for performance-focused organizations—mid-year goal adjustment, mid-year budgetary changes, and mid-year staff adjustment:

- **Goals, targets, or commitments may need mid-year adjustments** when targets are accomplished sooner than expected or new evidence suggests they are too ambitious. Frequent meetings provide a forum for goal managers to propose target adjustment and get quick approval or negotiate alternatives.

- **Mid-year budget adjustments** are complicated because budgets, in the best of circumstances, are batch processed, yet new evidence may sometimes suggest a need for a strategy revision that requires additional resources. To reap the performance-improving power of goals and measures, task adjustment must be nimble, something the government fund requisition process is not. Frequent goal-focused meetings provide a ready forum where goal managers can request additional funds for specific purposes, and get fast answers about whether or not additional resources might be available.

- Similarly, when evidence suggests that past activities are not working and a new course of action is needed, a goal manager’s team may lack the new skills and knowledge required. They may need a mid-course skill or staffing adjustment. Frequent goal-focused meetings provide a venue for exploring options to deal with this challenge in the short term, such as borrowing staff resources from other divisions, contracting out, or hiring temporary employees.

Goal-focused, measurement-driven meetings among multiple organizations can also reduce turf battles. They allow cross-unit cooperation to occur naturally, even in organizations where previous efforts to encourage it never materialized.

Key to the success of interactive inquiry meetings is that they be viewed by participants as constructive,
not condemnatory. Nor can they be seen simply as a forum for merely “reporting out,” with limited exchange. It is not enough to convene meetings; it is essential to get the tone right. Collins, in his study of successful corporations with breakthrough performance gains, identified four stylistic approaches used by successful companies for constructive feedback:

- Lead with questions, not answers.
- Engage in dialogue and debate, not coercion.
- Conduct autopsies, without blame.
- Build “red flag” mechanisms.\(^\text{112}\)

Collins found that an ongoing, interactive process helps an organization realize the full performance-improving power of goal setting and measurement, but only if done in an honest, open, and accepting atmosphere. Meetings should invite healthy contention, but not in an accusative or threatening manner.

In sum, interactive inquiry enriches the performance-improving power of goals and measures in groups and organizations. To achieve these effects, though, it is essential that interactive inquiry meetings be run in a way that is constructive, not critical or controlling.
Building Block 5: Cautious Use of Externally Provided Incentives

The discussion so far has described the enormously powerful performance-driving, accountability-enhancing effect goals and measures have when combined with feedback and interactive inquiry, even without positive or negative incentives. What happens when incentives are combined with the other four building blocks of performance management?

Unquestionably, incentives have the power to change behavior that can improve outcomes. Consider the effect of one common form of negative incentive, the speeding ticket, intended to save lives by encouraging driving speeds no higher than a minimum standard, the speed limit. Incentives undoubtedly motivate progress toward a safety goal in this case. Drivers are less likely to fly down the highway at breakneck speed when they think they will be caught and ticketed for speeding, especially if there is a possibility that the ticket will increase their insurance costs or cost them their license. Extrinsic incentives can motivate behavioral changes that lead to performance improvements.

But incentives can also easily discourage people and trigger dysfunctional individual and organizational responses that interfere with performance and accountability gains. Therefore, incentives should be employed with extreme caution. Indeed, a reluctant approach to the use of incentives is advisable. This is particularly true for individuals, but should also apply to organizations. It is often far more judicious to tap the “un-incented” power of goals and measures as

Use of Performance-Based Pay Expanding at Federal, State, and Local Levels

The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) began exploring performance-based pay in the 1980s. The arrival in late 1998 of a new comptroller general brought a renewed effort to expand performance-based pay arrangements at GAO, for which Congress granted new authorities in 2004. Since then, the U.S. Congress has given other federal agencies—including the Departments of Homeland Security and Defense, which represent over half the U.S. federal workforce—legal authority to depart from the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) standards and adopt performance-based pay systems. In addition, OPM has issued regulations requiring “all future Senior Executive Service pay increases (beginning in January 2004) be based exclusively on individual and organizational performance.”

Interest in pay-for-performance has been a key component of many education reform efforts at the federal, state, and local levels over the last decade, as well. The basic idea is to reward teachers and school administrators whose students have attained certain performance standards, have high performance relative to peers, or have the greatest student performance improvement levels. Punishment for non-performance is a prominent feature of the U.S. federal education No Child Left Behind law.

Despite numerous efforts to introduce performance-based pay systems in government, few last beyond a few years. Moreover, there is little evidence that they achieve their intended motivational effect. Systems that have survived tend to reward a way of working or cost savings.
motivators, reinforced by feedback and interactive inquiry, than to introduce extrinsic incentives with their significant potential for deleterious side effects.

Whether or not to use incentives is not simply an interesting intellectual debate. Proposals to link individual or organizational performance levels to financial incentives are very popular and have accompanied many of the public management reform efforts around the world that require governments to set goals and then measure and report performance. The idea of motivating better performance through some sort of performance-based pay scheme, performance budgeting, performance contracting, or performance-linked grants is frequently discussed and has often been legislated or required by executive fiat.

What is noteworthy is that, despite all the hoopla, most government performance-based incentive systems that try to link positive incentives (rewards) to the performance of individuals tend not to last. One follow-up study on school systems with merit pay arrangements, for example, found that only 2 out of 10 were still operating 10 years later.117 A performance-based pay system established in 1984 (for U.S. government employees just below the senior management level) was terminated by 1993.118 Organizational reward and penalty systems seem to last longer and work better, but they too encounter difficulties that can lead to their demise. As discussed on page 31, multiple organizational measurement systems have imploded when those at risk of serious loss have had the political strength to bring them down.119

The poor track record of performance-based incentive systems has not, however, lessened interest in them. To garner the gains of incentives without releasing their woes, it is therefore important to delve into the lessons of experience and research to determine if, when, and how government should structure performance-based incentives systems for individuals and organizations so they are effective and sustainable, and so they do not overwhelm the untethered, performance-driving, accountability-enhancing power of goals, measures, feedback, and interactive inquiry. The remainder of this section examines these lessons.

Common Problems: Outcome Avoidance, Measurement Manipulation, and Timid Targets

Positive and negative extrinsic incentives sometimes have a positive motivational effect, leading to performance improvement, but they can also distort goal setting and measurement decisions. Specifically, they can provoke outcome avoidance, timid targets, and measurement manipulation, interfering with performance and accountability gains.

New Zealand’s much touted public reform effort, launched in 1988, illustrates the problems incentives can introduce. The initial New Zealand performance management system called for a “purchase agreement” between each departmental manager and the relevant minister (a political official). The initial incentive arrangement put a manager at risk of losing his or her job if a department failed to meet its performance targets.120 A 10-year retrospective analysis of the New Zealand effort faults the performance contract for creating a managerial aversion to outcome targets and an affinity for output goals, defeating key objectives of the reform:

In fact, the 1988 reforms, with their accent on contract, sent the State in the other direction, tying outside agencies down so tightly in contracts that they are almost back to pre-1988 rules-based administration, far removed from imaginative management. The Plunket Society, for example, used to be funded to produce generalised outcomes; now it is contracted for highly specified outputs, satisfying central government monitors but stifling initiative and perhaps delivering less for the money. Some lower-level managers within departments are complaining that their contracts have become rather like the old rules the 1988 reforms were supposed to have swept away.121

When incentives are introduced, government managers will naturally and very sensibly choose output targets if they can, because they can more directly control output levels. Linking a reward directly to goal attainment is also likely to lead to easier targets, even though it is the challenging ones that stimulate the discovery and persistence that result in significant performance gains.
Government managers and organizations do not always have the flexibility to choose their own targets. Sometimes, targets are set for them. Again, introducing incentives into the picture can create problems. Measurement manipulation and timid targets have proven a recurring problem when organizations have tried to link incentives and measurement levels. In a study of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), for example, Marschke concluded, “[W]hen performance measures are compensated, bureaucrats respond by finding the least-cost strategies of boosting those performance measures” without a compensating boost in outcomes.

Heinrich found similar measurement manipulation and timid target problems in a study of the successor program to JTPA, the Workforce Investment Act, which sanctions states that fail to meet 80 percent of negotiated performance levels for 17 measures. Some states skimmed the clientele, limiting their client base to avoid harder-to-serve clients. Heinrich also found states adopting timid targets, in some cases setting performance expectations below the state’s own baseline level.

The problems are not limited to one kind of government program. Jacob found measurement machinations in a study of Chicago schools. While “math and reading achievement increased sharply following the introduction of the accountability policy … driven largely by increases in test-specific skills and student effort, … the teachers responded strategically to the incentives along a variety of dimensions—by increasing special education placements, preemptively retaining students, and substituting away from low-stakes subjects like science and social studies.”

Marschke also found evidence that, at least in some circumstances, incentives do not even have the intended influence on outcome improvements: “[O]nly the studies of programs where performance is uncompensated show statistically significant correlation between JTPA-style performance measures and impacts.” His findings are surprising, but perhaps they should not be. Similar experience was found in the private sector, where extrinsic rewards are presumed to work so well. In the book *Good to Great*, an exhaustive study comparing companies that went through a transition from average to outstanding performance with similar companies whose performance stayed steady or declined, researcher Jim Collins found that financial incentives for corporate executives were not correlated with corporate performance levels:

Most importantly, when we analyzed executive compensation patterns relative to comparison companies, we found no systematic differences on the use of stock (or not), high salaries (or not), bonus incentives (or not), or long-term compensation (or not.) The only significant difference we found was that the good-to-great executives received slightly less total cash compensation 10 years after the transition than their counterparts at the still mediocre comparison companies. Outcome avoidance, measurement manipulation, and timid targets all directly interfere with the performance-increasing, accountability-improving power of goals and measures. Why do these problems occur? Do extrinsic incentives prompt these unproductive responses? To begin to answer that question, we turn our attention to understanding the effect of incentives on individuals and organizations, looking first at the structure of the incentive, and then considering whom the incentive is intended to influence and what it seeks to reward or penalize.

**How the Structure of External Incentives Affects Motivation**

The characteristics of an extrinsic incentive affect how people and organizations respond to it. Incentives can be extrinsic (externally provided) or intrinsic (internally motivated). Extrinsic incentives may or may not be monetary, and they can reward or penalize. The structure of an incentive can affect how an incentive influences behavior and, ultimately, outcomes.

**Extrinsic Incentives Drive Out Intrinsic Motivators**

Perhaps the greatest problem that arises with extrinsic incentives, especially monetary bonuses, is that they tend to drive out intrinsic ones. Researchers have found that introducing financial incentives into a work situation where people had previously been intrinsically motivated dampens intrinsic instincts to do a good job. In some situations, those offered financial rewards actually underperform those not offered any reward. In others, performance improvements induced by financial reward are not sustained after rewards are terminated.
The problem of extrinsic motivators driving out intrinsic ones is likely to be a greater concern in the public sector than in the private sector, because people attracted to the public sector are more likely to be intrinsically motivated by their job and less likely to be motivated by money. This is especially the case for people at the higher grades of government service, who have often chosen their occupations because of their intrinsic motivation to serve or their belief in advancing a specific agency mission.\textsuperscript{129}

Financial Rewards Work in Limited Situations
Financial incentives such as the promise of a bonus, raise, or promotion can drive improved performance when they are large enough. “Monetary incentives are one practical outcome that can be used to enhance goal commitment. … more money gains more commitment.”\textsuperscript{130} Monetary incentives work best, however, for jobs that are single-tasked, clearly measurable, and linked to individual workers.\textsuperscript{131} In those cases, one sort of incentive that works well is piece-rate pay offered as a supplement to a base “safety net” hourly wage. Some government jobs, such as pothole repair, are single-tasked, easily measured, and can be linked to individual workers.

Government has a problem using piece-rate payments that the private sector does not, however. Few governmental organizations enjoy a rising revenue stream funded by the improved productivity of piece-rate incentives that can be shared with those generating the gains. Government does not, for example, enjoy a revenue flow that could fund a pay-per-pothole-filled or pay-per-park-toilet-cleaned payment scheme. Therefore, except for those government organizations that can charge a fee for services, it has to cap piece-rate payments based on fixed revenues.

One area where government has been able to link incentive payments to a revenue stream is with cost savings, essentially a negative expenditure stream. Maricopa County, Arizona, has adopted what it calls a “gain-sharing” program that distributes half of annual cost savings as a bonus among all employees.\textsuperscript{132} The experience in Maricopa County suggests that incentives to encourage cost savings in government may work effectively. The goal, cost savings, is simple and easily measurable. It should be noted that this incentive structure only drives performance improvement, though, if cost reductions are accomplished without a compromise in performance. Otherwise, cost-cutting incentives merely result in service reductions.

It is noteworthy that most federal programs that have participated in performance-based pay demonstration projects appear to be revenue-generating units of federal agencies. It is also noteworthy that what may be the longest-lasting federal performance-based pay system, that of the Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division in China Lake, California, does not reward attainment of specific performance targets but rather a way of working.\textsuperscript{133}

Rewarding Complex Goals Confounds Outcome Improvement
When goals are too difficult or complex, the motivating potential of a monetary reward linked to the goal is mitigated. Rewarding goal attainment tends not to work for difficult goals unless the goal can be broken down into individual pieces and payment made for each task completed. In most cases, monetary incentives large enough to induce behavioral changes overemphasize that which can be measured. Unfortunately, they overlook that which is more difficult to measure but which better serves the interests of the organization and, in the case of government agencies, of society.

Temporal Disparity Between Reward Cycle and Outcome Causes Problems
One specific problem that frequently arises with annual monetary incentives (as opposed to longterm rewards such as stock distributions) is that they create an unwanted bias toward short-term returns.

\begin{boxedminipage}{\textwidth}
\textbf{In the Right Setting, the Right Incentives Can Work}

In one private sector example, a windshield replacement company, both workers and the company profited after a piece-rate payment system was introduced that supplemented the base hourly wage (maintaining a “safety net” for the worker).\textsuperscript{132} The company was able to pay high-performing workers more because workers increased their effort, productivity, and ultimately output; weaker workers left; and the company attracted new workers who expected to do well under a piece-rate system. This, in turn, generated increased net revenues that could be used to pay the workers while also raising company profits.
\end{boxedminipage}
The collapse of Enron can be attributed, in part, to a poorly structured monetary reward system that directly linked huge end-of-year bonuses to overly simplistic performance metrics.

**Comparison Problems Exacerbated by Monetary Incentives**

Monetary incentives also exacerbate the comparative measurement problems discussed in the section on measurement. People care not just about how their performance is ranked but how they are rewarded relative to others. Monetary rewards heighten comparative tension because money is easily compared, and people tend to judge the value of a reward by its relative rather than its absolute value. What might seem like a nice-sized bonus to an award-giving manager may be judged an insult by the award-receiving employee if it is less than that received by a colleague the employee considers of lesser ability or if it is less than what the employee expected based on past practice.

Given these findings, it is unclear why an agency would introduce financial rewards for public sector managers and professionals, who already tend to have strong intrinsic motivation to do their jobs well. Nor is it clear why they would introduce them for frontline workers, at least those with budgets not easily replenished by the fruits of their increased effort and ingenuity. In most government agencies, financial awards are necessarily limited in amount and number because of budget constraints. Non-financial and non-tangible rewards, such as praise, have fewer problems so long as they are genuinely and appropriately delivered. And if they are not scalable, the amount of a non-financial award cannot be easily compared to other awards, reducing problems that arise because awards are judged more by their relative than absolute value.

This does not suggest that all government agencies should precipitously eliminate individual financial bonuses if they already have them. Since workers treat rewards as relative rather than absolute, they may look at financial incentives relative not only to others but also to their own expectations based on past practices. Sudden changes from past bonus practices may lead to frustration and depress performance. Additional examination of the literature on and experience of organizations that have eliminated bonuses would be useful to inform agency decision making in this area. What is clear is that if financial incentives are introduced into agencies where they have not previously existed, as is frequently proposed for many government agencies, they are not likely to have the positive benefits anticipated and are likely to provoke numerous unconstructive responses.

**Instances Where Positive Financial Incentives Have Promise**

Financial rewards do hold promise in a few specific situations, especially for organizations. They can work, for example, in opt-in situations where individual or organizations are wooed to compete or pursue a target they might not otherwise have considered with potential prizes, grants, or contracts. The promise of financial reward has successfully been used to woo individuals, such as baseball and basketball players, and organizations, such as architecture firms, to put forth their best efforts or ideas. The watermark records they set in these contests may then have a trickle-up effect as more and more people strive for the equivalent of Roger Bannister’s four-minute mile.

Monetary incentives have also proven effective in wooing organizations to adopt new outcome-focused goals, adjust existing priorities, or at least bring organizations with shared goals forward to cooperate by offering monetary incentive for doing so. U.S. federal domestic policy agencies have long used financial incentives to enlist state and local governments in the health, welfare, education, employment, environmental protection, housing, transportation, and economic development policy areas to advance goals identified by the U.S. Congress as needing attention. States, localities, and nonprofits agree to goal adoption in their grant applications. In many of these goal-adoptions incentive situations, the applicants do not need financial incentives to want to adopt a specific goal. They are already motivated to meet it and just looking for funding for that purpose. In other words, they are not motivated by the money but the cause. They do not need a financial incentive to improve, just financial fuel to operate. In these cases, the challenge for government is not figuring out how to calibrate the right sort of goal-adoptions incentive. Instead, the challenge for the incentive-offering government is figuring out how to find grantees (or contractors) that share the goal and have a strong capacity to deliver progress toward it, how to engage them in...
interactive inquiry to identify more effective and cost-efficient approaches, and how to share what they learn broadly with others.

Government agencies have also used grants successfully to entice states, localities, and sometimes nonprofit organizations to feed data into federal systems. Grant-induced data collection efforts are often beset with debate about data standards and data quality, especially when a state already had its own system in place before applying for a federal grant. Nonetheless, especially when incentive-offering agencies require submission of outcome data, common data about performance and other program characteristics strengthen analyses to detect successes and problems, contributing to performance and accountability increases.

Instances Where Penalties Are Effective

So far, the discussion has concentrated on positive extrinsic incentives, those offered as a reward. Incentives do not always come in a positive form. Extrinsic incentives can also be structured as punishment. Penalties such as the withholding of promised payments or public criticism can effectively deter certain performance-reducing practices. Agreement with and understanding of the need to avoid a practice or outcome makes penalty threats more effective, tapping into and boosting intrinsic performance drivers instead of driving them out. Researchers have found that penalties work most effectively when the “penalty threatener” has high prestige and those at risk of being penalized know clearly what is expected of them. The threat of a penalty can also work well as a way to compel commitment from others, whether an individual or organization, to a specific goal.

Penalties have proven an effective mechanism for ensuring that for-profit firms meet goals (minimum standards) established by government when granting a permission to operate (regulatory permit) as well. Sometimes, especially when stretch goals are set, meeting the goal requires private sector experimentation. Penalty threats have also proven effective for compelling private sector measurement and public reporting.

Instances Where Penalties Create Problems

Penalties create problems when used without explanation of why something should be prevented. They do not work well when a large proportion of those at risk of being penalized disagree with what they are being asked to do. Even in those circumstances, however, the threat of a penalty can bring about compliant responses. The motivation to comply tends not to last, however, beyond the penalty threat.

Case Study: The Value of EPA Regulatory Sanctions as Motivators

The Clean Air Act effectively uses the threat of a serious penalty, the ability to stop federally funded highway development projects, to motivate states and localities to meet specific, challenging air-quality goals. The law required the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to set six air-quality goals for the nation, the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. All major metropolitan areas were required to attain these minimum standards by specific dates. Air-quality monitors around the country monitor attainment. Initial failure to meet the standard triggers an initial sanction, that the state must write an implementation plan. In the plan, a state is expected to set forth a cogent, data-informed strategy for attaining national air-quality goals (standards) in non-attainment areas. The law required EPA to trigger the second penalty, loss of federal funds for highway development projects, if non-attainment persisted past a specified period and if EPA considered the state attainment plan unacceptable. The system has successfully motivated not only attention to the problem, but air-quality improvement. In 1999, for example, 400 counties were designated as non-attainment areas for ozone. By 2002, 157 of those counties had moved from non-attainment to maintenance status. Similar progress has been made for the other five initial criteria air-quality standards.

In contrast, the U.S. Clean Water Act, which also set a specific, challenging goal of zero discharge to the navigable waters of the United States, lacked a similarly powerful automatic trigger to compel attention to and measure progress toward the goal. As a result, despite evident cleanups in some water bodies, EPA cannot similarly report where and by how much water quality has improved across the nation. That information gap is finally changing as EPA responds to the requirements of the Government Performance and Results Act and a spate of local lawsuits requiring EPA or states to set targets for the amount of discharge specific water bodies can tolerate.
Among colleagues, it is more effective, at least initially, to encourage adoption of certain behaviors and avoidance of bad ones than to threaten negative consequences. Collegial pressure on members of a group works better if it is non-coercive, because coercive pressures make the person threatened too concerned about the consequences of failure and how to avoid them than about how to improve his or her performance.145

When penalty threats play a more prominent role than constructive feedback, they can ignite a confrontational relationship, impeding what might otherwise have been a performance-improving collaboration. One way to mitigate this possibility is to delineate clearly the conditions or behaviors that will be penalized and complement that information with constructive feedback and interactive inquiry. When this is done, penalties function more as a border guard, signaling the location of the “do not cross” line. Used this way, penalties play a useful backstop role to constructive feedback.

Who Gets Rewarded or Penalized?
Performance-driving, accountability-enhancing incentives require good decisions not just about the nature of the incentive, but about the intended incentive recipient. Should incentives go to individuals, teams, or whole organizations? Should everyone share in rewards or just those that have the best performance? Answering the “who” questions well, pertaining to cooperation, comparison, and the risk orientation needed for different kinds of work, can lessen incentive problems.

Reward the Group, Not the Individual, When Cooperation Is Needed
When cooperation is needed, rewards given to individual people or organizations rather than to the whole contributing team tend to irk the unrewarded. Consider, for example, a government agency whose mission is reducing homelessness. To be successful, the agency needs assistance from the housing and social service agencies, as well as the general counsel and contracting offices. Yet if the homeless agency is the only unit rewarded for reducing homelessness, the spirit of cooperation is not likely to last long. When cooperation is needed, group rewards make sense.

Rewarding individuals or single organizations can exacerbate unhealthy credit-claiming problems, especially when attribution is difficult. If people know that their individual contribution must be recognized to be rewarded, they must devote energy to attention getting and credit claiming, or risk not being fairly rewarded for their own work. This diverts intellect and time from improving outcomes to improving personal position. Group rewards are superior to individual rewards when cooperation is needed.

Compare with Care
The measurement section explored how comparison can illuminate, identifying benchmarking models and problem areas and providing valuable performance-improving insights for both organizations and individuals. At the same time, comparison can make people feel less effective than they previously believed themselves to be, curbing rather than inspiring their inclination to do better. When used as the basis for rewards, comparative measurement problems are exacerbated. If people feel their relative ranking or their comparative compensation is too low relative to others they deem not as effective, they often adjust their work effort downward to match compensation received.146

Discouragement also sets in if the comparisons used as the basis for rewards are deemed unfair in terms of distributive and procedural justice. Worker satisfaction with jobs and pay levels depends on a sense that distributive justice (the fair allocation of rewards) has been met. The feeling that the process used to make reward allocation decisions (procedural justice) is fair is also important. Workers’ attachment to the organization and their feelings about their bosses is lowered when they feel procedural justice has been violated.147

Reward Quotas Cause Many Problems
Reward quotas limiting the number of people in an organization who can receive bonuses can further discourage cooperation. Rewarding only a few performers based on relative ranking interferes with needed cooperation because one team member’s gain is another’s loss. An incentive rewarded to one person or organization comes at the expense of others and limits the inclination to be mutually supportive. Moreover, organizations with reward quotas are not likely to be the kind of workplace where
the “best and brightest” want to work, because it artificially limits the number who can be recognized for their good work, even when most workers are outstanding.148

This argues strongly against setting quotas limiting the percentage of high performers who can earn the best rewards. Research suggests that these systems will also frustrate the large numbers of workers who are above average but not quite good enough to make the cutoff for the best performers.149 Reward quotas may work well for organizations that need a few superstars, where everyone else can be mediocre. They do not work well, however, for organizations that want to attract and keep large numbers of strong performers. And even in star-seeking systems (such as those wooing the best athletes and investment managers), very high rewards for the very few can result in wasteful competition if too many seek star status, absorbing motivational and training resources more productively directed to other endeavors.150

**Rank-and-Yank Not for Permanent Government Workers**

Ranking to penalize those at the bottom has been advocated as a way to identify individuals with the worst performance for employment termination. This “rank and yank” approach, advocated and named by former General Electric CEO Jack Welch, calls for identification and then termination of the bottom 10 percent of the workforce each year, replacing that 10 percent with the best available applicants. A simulation model of this approach, which does not incorporate likely morale and productivity effects, concludes that this system will work in the private sector, but even there only for a short period.151 Given the greater difficulty of terminating employees in the public sector, even testing a rank-and-yank approach would make sense in government only for probationary and temporary employees.

**Default Position: Limit Use of Individual Incentives**

The evidence leads to a surprising, non-intuitive conclusion. Individual incentives are seldom likely to work in government. Except in a few specific types of situations, it is far preferable to reward everyone or to reward no one beyond basic pay, especially when cooperation is needed among individuals in an organization. It is far too difficult to measure individual contributions and compare performance, and far too costly in terms of worker discouragement, to make performance-based incentives for individuals a sound practice. Where breakthrough performance and risk taking is sought, opt-in contests can be used to attract those motivated by comparison and competition. When cooperation is needed among those being compared or when a non-trivial proportion of the workforce is likely to be discouraged by comparison, individual rewards and those based on relative position should be avoided.

Rewarding no one or everyone does not imply, it is important to note, that individual feedback should not be provided. As noted earlier, individual and organizational feedback, delivered constructively, directly contributes to performance improvement, infusing with life the motivation, illumination, and communication power of goals and measures.

**Design Extrinsic Incentives to Match the Job Requirements**

Which situations warrant performance-linked incentives for individuals? One strategy for private sector performance-based pay schemes for individuals that may hold promise for the public sector is “reward the extremes, muddle the middle.”152 Baron and Kreps, in a textbook on private sector human resource management, offer three conceptual categories of jobs worth distinguishing for incentive purposes: stars, guardians, and foot soldiers. Stars hold jobs with significant upside potential and limited downside risk: “where a bad performance isn’t too bad, but a good performance is very good for the firm.” Venture capitalists and researchers fall in this category. Guardians hold the opposite sorts of jobs, where “a bad performance is a disaster but a good performance is only slightly better for the firm than an average performance.” Airline pilots fall in this category, and, arguably, so do federal workers who review products for safety before allowing them to be sold on the market. Those covering the territory in between are labeled foot soldiers.153

Baron and Kreps advise different recruitment, training, evaluation, and incentive systems for these three types of jobs. They urge, for example, that organizations structure job assignments that involve high-cost risks in ways that minimize the risks of failure, such as by introducing redundancy into the system when more people doing the same tasks can...
Incentives

Extrinsic incentives drive out intrinsic ones and therefore need to be employed with great caution and care. Because they so often backfire when used inappropriately, they should be used only in very limited circumstances.

**When Extrinsic Incentives Work**
Extrinsic rewards linked to attainment of a goal or specific measurement level work when rewards are large enough and:

- Goals are simple, easily measured, and clearly associated with an individual.
- Goals are simple, easily measured, and the rewards are shared fairly among all who contributed to goal attainment.
- The revenue or cost-savings stream used to fund rewards is not finite, but replenished by outcome or productivity gains.
- They are used to attract people and organizations into contests to establish breakthrough performance watermarks, raising the bar on what constitutes a challenging goal for other high achievers and creating a “trickle up” effect on others’ performance.
- They are used to attract others to adopt specific outcome targets and to report measures to the public or a central repository.

Penalties, when they are large enough, work to encourage:

- Goal adoption.
- Measurement generation.
- Reporting to the public or a central repository.
- Adoption of effective goal-attainment practices when effective attainment methods are known.
- Experimentation when effective attainment methods are not known.

**When Extrinsic Incentives Do Not Work**
Extrinsic rewards linked to attainment of a specific goal or measurement level tend to discourage workers and often trigger dysfunctional, self-protective responses when:

- Rewards are given to individuals rather than everyone who contributed, when cooperation is needed.
- The number of rewards is limited - and therefore interferes with cooperation because people need to compete with each other to earn a reward, and - necessitates comparison across multiple dimensions of performance, which in turn requires subjective rather than evidence-based judgments about the relative import of each dimension of performance.
- The value of rewards can be easily compared (as is the case with financial rewards) and self-perceptions of performance exceed the perceptions of those determining who gets rewarded.
- Differences of opinion exist about the relative value of others’ contributions.
- Goals are complicated.
- Goal attainment is highly uncertain and depends on factors that are difficult to influence through agency action.
- Goal attainment necessitates experimentation because knowledge about effective intervention is so limited.
- A long lag time exists between agency action and societal outcomes.
- An agency goal involves the prevention of rare events or other difficult-to-measure outcomes.

Penalty effectiveness is compromised by:

- A lack of understanding of the importance of the goal (especially minimum standards that trigger penalties).
- A penalty-threatening entity that is weak, distrusted, or otherwise not respected.
reduce the risk of a high-cost problem. For stars, they suggest that “performance evaluations should recognize outstanding performance and treat failure as being close to on par with mediocrity.” They note, even further, “If it can be demonstrated that ‘failure’ entailed some chance of success, failure might even be evaluated ahead of conservative mediocrity, to encourage risk taking.” In contrast, measurement systems for guardian jobs should primarily focus on unacceptably low performance, taking care not to associate top ranking with risky behaviors. They also warn against combining star and guardian jobs, where possible, because of the difficulty of structuring effective incentives.

Organizational Rewards Not as Sensitive to Comparison, but Caution Still Required
Many organizations, most notably businesses, often respond favorably to monetary incentives linked to comparative performance, striving both to win customers and to survive by demonstrating past performance levels better than their competitors. An increasing number of public sector organizations, as customers, are also successfully using financial incentives to reward contractors for strong past performance, delivering the incentive in the form of new contract awards. Whether or not rewards delivered, after the fact, to top-performing government organizations can similarly motivate performance improvement is less clear from the evidence, because no examples of this sort of arrangement were found during the preparation of this report. Rewards delivered before the fact, in the form of a grant, can be an effective tool, however, which one organization can use to attract other organizations to adopt new outcome-focused goals or cooperate to meet a shared goal.

However, problems can arise when incentives are linked to organizational performance comparisons, as noted earlier in the discussion of the way measurements inform customer or electoral choice. Those threatened by measurement systems (for example, by the loss of customers or an election) often try to dismantle them. For incentives to drive improved performance in these situations, those who want comparative performance measurements need to assemble and maintain greater, or at least better organized, political power than those being measured.

What Gets Rewarded or Penalized?
One of the biggest challenges in establishing a performance-linked incentive system is deciding what to reward. Should incentives be linked to outcome targets, output targets, or something else? And should they reward outcome attainment, progress toward the target, comparative position, or something else? It turns out that the smartest approach for most government agencies, perhaps surprisingly, is not linking incentives to attainment of or progress toward either outcome or output targets. Instead, as the arguments presented below suggest, the most effective and fair system may be one that holds organizations and the people in them accountable for setting outcome-focused goals, measuring progress toward them, and using goals and measures to manage.

Target Attainment, Progress Toward Target, or Something Else?
Linking rewards and penalties to goal attainment is unfair and infuriating when individuals or organizations lack the skills, resources, or authority to meet (or make progress toward) their targets and the means to secure those inputs. Indeed, some missed targets are inevitable in healthy, discovery-provoking, risk-tolerating enterprises. If individuals and organizations meet all their targets all the time, it suggests that they chose timid targets and missed the performance-driving power of challenging goals.

Outcome Targets: Adoption Essential, but Attainment Should Not Be Tied to Rewards or Penalties
Many circumstances make it infeasible and unfair to reward (or penalize) people or organizations for meeting (or failing to meet) outcome targets. These include the inability to control external factors that significantly affect outcomes; long lag times between outcome attainment and action; outcomes that are hard to measure because they occur as infrequent, unwanted events; and attribution problems associated with production interdependencies.

External factors can be influenced, but not controlled. Government cannot control all factors influencing outcomes, and therefore linking incentives to outcomes necessarily includes a significant gambling component. Rewarding those that attain specific outcome levels favors not just those whose
actions contributed to performance gains but also those who were just plain lucky. Conversely, penalizing those that fail to meet their targets unfairly hurts the hapless, even if they worked very hard.

Those that set stretch targets, the sort that stimulate innovation, are at a special disadvantage if incentive systems penalize the non-attainment of a target. In addition, rewarding outcomes can be a problem when outcomes vary significantly from year to year because of uncontrollable factors such as a group of particularly high- or low-achieving students in a class one year or weather conditions. (Year-to-year variance problems can be mitigated to some extent by linking incentives to multi-year averages of outcomes.\textsuperscript{160})

**Long lag times preclude timely incentives.** It is also difficult to reward outcome attainment when a long lag time occurs between the societal outcomes sought, such as reducing the incidence of a disease whose causal factors are not yet understood, and the actions taken to influence them. In such situations, payouts or penalties would occur long after they are needed to have a motivational effect. Long lag times characterize many government programs, including those supporting basic research, software development, efforts to address problems with long gestational periods, economic development, and arguably even education programs (if self-sufficiency is seen as the ultimate objective). Publicly traded companies accommodate this problem with stock and options distributions; public organizations have no similar way to deliver a share in future returns.

**Unwanted events are hard to count.** Incentives linked to performance outcomes can similarly be difficult when the societal objective is to prevent unwanted events, such as terrorist attacks, fires, outbreaks of insect-linked diseases, or traffic accidents. How do you measure what did not happen? Some programs have learned how to measure common unwanted events, test different risk-reduction approaches, measure their effectiveness, and implement increasingly cost-effective approaches. These programs measure outcomes as reductions in unwanted events. When these types of programs mature, and succeed in managing unwanted events down to a low incidence, maintaining a low incidence level constitutes program success. While it is feasible to reward attainment of a steady performance level every year, steady-state accomplishments tend to be undervalued when compared to areas with more significant performance gains. This becomes problematic when rewards are limited in number and their allocation is competitively determined.

**Attribution tensions interfere with cooperation.** Attribution problems arise when incentives are offered to individuals or organizational units for improving outcomes that depend upon multiple parties for success. Two types of attribution problems are common, credit claiming and credit avoidance, both of which interfere with the cooperation needed to improve outcomes.

Much of government’s work requires cross-office and often cross-organizational cooperation to improve outcomes. Increasing seat belt use, for example, requires cooperation among school principals, the local police, state legislators, governors’ safety advisors, Department of Transportation regional offices, and NHTSA staff. If incentives are offered for raising seat belt use but not shared among everyone involved, how much of the performance increment credit should each party claim? Efforts to parse out credit for accomplishments delivered through a suite of partners quickly lead to artificial measurement machinations, with no discernible performance or accountability gain.

And once an assessment system is seen as artificial or unfair, it discourages the very parties the system seeks to motivate. It can also interfere with a dynamic learning system where all parties readily share the information they collect, so strategies can be quickly revised based on the latest evidence.

Ironically, while some try to claim credit, others seek to avoid it. Some top performers, faced with

---

**Advance Rewards for Delayed Outcomes**

Research on private sector software developers concludes that for outcomes with long lag times and attribution problems, linking rewards to outcomes does not work. Instead, the advice is to invest in extensive screening to find and hire the right people for the job, pay them well to show management confidence in their work, provide stock shares in the company so they share in long-term returns, and let them do their work without trying to measure individual performance.\textsuperscript{159}
comparative rewards, lessen their efforts lest they alienate co-workers with whom they work on a regular basis. Some are embarrassed by higher bonuses. Others are reluctant to consider issues beyond those clearly considered their own territory, fearful they will be seen as turf encroachers. The result is disjointed production lines that lack the glue needed to meld component parts into a coherent, functional whole that improves outcomes. Interactive inquiry meetings, with outcome-focused goal leaders and team members, can address these concerns, while incentives tend to exacerbate them.

**Outputs Targets Not a Useful Substitute**

Because of all the problems that make it difficult to link incentives to outcome targets, many agencies have done what New Zealand originally did. They have adopted output targets, such as clients served, requests processed, permits issued, and trainings offered, instead of focusing on outcomes. Yet anything other than outcome targets tends to distort behavior in ways that do not improve either societal outcomes or accountability.

A classic piece of organizational behavior research conducted by Blau in 1963 documented how output indicators interfere with outcome gains. Blau studied an employment office with a mission of serving “workers seeking employment and employers seeking workers.” The employment office initially evaluated its own workers’ performance by counting the easily tallied number of interviews conducted. Blau found the output-oriented assessment triggered serious dysfunctional distortions:

The interviewer’s interest in a good rating demanded that he maximize the number of interviews and therefore prohibited spending much time on locating jobs for clients. This rudimentary statistical record interfered with the agency’s objective of finding jobs for clients in a period of job scarcity.

The employment office subsequently adjusted its program performance indicators, substituting a set of eight indicators for the one, including an outcome indicator, job placement. The shift to outcome measurement successfully motivated desired changes in worker behavior, resulting in higher placement rates, although it also created some measurement manipulation problems. A subsequent effort to add many more indicators confused workers because it lacked specific targets to communicate priorities.

Blau’s research and many additional studies since then have documented the exceptional difficulty of picking the right outputs to measure without triggering behavioral changes that compromise the pursuit of the outcomes government agencies seek to achieve. When situations vary and workers or organizations need to select from among a combination of interventions to improve outcomes, linking incentives to a small set of output indicators tends to distort choices to favor actions that are measured, thereby interfering with outcome gains.

Output indicators can work in some situations, most notably when a clear link has been established between a particular activity, such as the adoption
of motorcycle helmet use laws, and outcomes. They can also be useful when the outputs themselves are a component part of the outcomes, such as pothole repairs. Even with pothole targets, however, failure to measure the outcome attributes of the repairs, such as durability, along with the output indicators is likely to bias activity choices toward what is being measured. Milestone output targets are also useful for infrastructure and other singular objectives with long lead times, such as letting a contract for or completing a section of a major construction project. In addition, output targets can be valuable for certain essential measurement infrastructure activities that support outcome measurement and ultimately the identification of what works and what doesn’t, such as building a database and training people how to use measurements.

A Solid Alternative: Link Incentives to the Use of Outcome-Focused Goals and Measurement Mastery

Incentives linked to outcome targets create numerous performance-dampening, accountability-cramping problems. These do not get fixed by linking incentives to output targets, most of which divert attention and effort away from improving outcomes.

There is an alternative, suggested by CompStat and other successful performance management efforts. It requires a change in accountability expectations. Instead of linking incentives to meeting or making progress toward outcome targets, it suggests the use of incentives to motivate attention to outcome-focused targets, including the establishment of targets when they have not already been set, and to the mastery of the full array of measurements that can illuminate progress and problems. The CompStat experience suggests how powerful and motivational outcome-focused goals and measures can be without any explicit link between target attainment and reward or punishment. To reiterate the message attributed to former New York City Police Commissioner William Bratton, managers did not get in trouble if the crime rate went up in their precinct, but were taken to task if they did not know why it had gone up and did not have a plan to deal with it.

Bratton clarified his accountability expectations for all his managers. He did not expect target attainment. He did expect the use of specific objectives, measurement mastery (timely and accurate intelligence), effective strategies and tactics, rapid deployment of personnel and resources, and relentless follow-up and assessment. And through Compstat meetings, managers provided feedback and stimulated interactive inquiry.

Summary and Implications

In sum, extrinsic incentives in the form of externally promised financial rewards and threatened penalties can motivate, but they can also discourage and trigger dysfunctional responses, including performance-dampening, accountability-reducing responses such as outcome avoidance, measurement manipulation, and timid targets. Extrinsic incentives drive out people’s intrinsic motivators and complicate interpersonal comparison problems. They can work for individuals in a limited number of circumstances, most notably for simple tasks where the motivated performance gain generates revenues that fund the rewards, but these circumstances occur infrequently in the public sector. Extrinsic incentives can be more effective for organizations, especially when used to win attention to a goal, participation in a measurement system, and participation in performance-improving experiments. Even with organizations, however, extrinsic incentives have to be used with care, because they can motivate measurement games instead of performance improvement.

When extrinsic incentives are used, rewards should be shared among all who contributed to progress to encourage cooperation. Comparative performance measurement can be a powerful tool for detecting successes and problems, but using it as the basis for reward or penalty is likely to lessen its accuracy and thereby compromise its illumination value. Therefore, government agencies should adopt a reluctant approach to the use of incentives both for individuals and for organizations, especially since goals and measures, accompanied by feedback and interactive inquiry, are such powerful motivators and performance drivers on their own.
Six Essential Practices for Using the Building Blocks Effectively

Extrinsic incentives can work, but they can also backfire, depressing both performance and accountability. They can rob goals and measures of their ability to stimulate the kind of effort and innovation that results in continual, sometimes dramatic, improvements in societal conditions. And, they easily provoke unproductive fears that interfere with improvement efforts, especially when accountability expectations are left vague. What this suggests is that less attention should be paid to incentives and far more to ensuring the active and effective use of outcome-focused goals and measures. What it also suggests is a need for public organizations to clarify accountability expectations both with those being held accountable and with those holding them to account, including supervisors, legislators, budget offices, grant-giving organizations, delivery partners, and the public. Specifically, government organizations and their managers should be held accountable for six essential practices:

- **Emphasizing outcomes, using specific targets:** Focus on specific outcome-focused goals or targets, a few of which are challenging; set targets when they have not been externally set; and use targets to communicate relative priorities in all areas.

- **Measurement mastery:** Measure progress and other factors affecting progress and accountability, communicate it broadly, and discover what the measurements reveal. This is accomplished by organizing and studying the data to look for patterns, anomalies, changes, and relationships to find what works, what doesn’t, causal connections, and where more understanding is needed.

- **Delivering feedback:** Provide feedback to those trying to reach targets so they stay focused on them, believe in their own abilities to meet them, and think about specific ideas and practices that will help them reach their targets.

- **Assuring an ongoing venue for interactive inquiry:** Encourage interactive inquiry to engage others with expertise and resources in delivering feedback, action planning, and implementation; stimulate synergistic thinking; and facilitate coordination and collaboration, usually through regularly scheduled meetings.

- **Cogent strategies:** Develop cogent long-term strategies and shorter-term action plans (not necessarily written plans) based on the best available evidence and ideas.

- **Implementation:** Implement the strategy and action plans, with ongoing revision based on frequent and timely review of experience.

With this sort of approach, incentives are best used to set new benchmarks, enlist goal allies, and recruit measurement contributors, while penalties are most appropriate for those who do not stay focused on their goals, measure and analyze progress, develop cogent strategies and action plans based on available evidence, implement the plans and revise plans and actions as needed. If those being held accountable in government, whether individual managers or organizations such as grant recipients, try what seemed like a sound strategy when adopted and it subsequently fails, penalties are not needed or appropriate unless the goal is abandoned and cogent strategies neither adopted nor executed. Penalties may be appropriate in some cases—for example, with for-profit firms regulated by government if minimum standards agreed to as a condition of operation are not met, especially if the means for meeting the goal are well known or if promised
measurements have not been delivered. If the means are not known, however, it may even be appropriate to hold off penalizing private firms that fail to meet their targets. This would be the case so long as the firms stayed focused on their goals, frequently measured and reported progress, analyzed and shared lessons revealed by the measurement, engaged in frequent interactive inquiry not only in-house but with the government and neighbors, developed cogent strategies based on the best available information, executed the strategies, and revised them as suggested by the evidence.

Will this prescription for performance management work in practice? Evidence from numerous government agencies, some of it included in this report, suggests it can not only work, but work in a powerful way with great outcome and accountability returns. It is evolving in the police, corrections, parks, health, homeless, and welfare departments of New York City, as well as in the U.S. Coast Guard and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Recent changes in New Zealand suggest its public management reform efforts are evolving in this direction as well, with a new emphasis on managing for outcomes (MFO) that no longer links pay directly to specific targets.\textsuperscript{165} The Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System suggests a possible way to measure performance without unduly threatening those being measured by placing the emphasis on feedback rather than on punishment. Promising developments are by no means limited to those mentioned in the body of this report. They are emerging at the Indian Housing program at the Department of Housing and Urban Development\textsuperscript{166} and at the Maternal and Child Health Bureau in the Department of Health and Human Services, which requires all grantees to report on 18 outcome-focused performance indicators but places primary emphasis on data sharing, feedback, and problem solving.

Promising developments are also evident in the Program Assessment Rating Tool, or PART, developed by the Office of Management and Budget. It appropriately gives federal agencies credit for many of the practices recommended here, including setting specific and challenging goals, emphasizing outcomes, and mastering measurement. Two aspects of the PART need to be revised, however, to lessen the likelihood of dysfunctional responses: (1) scoring agencies low for not meeting targets when programs have set challenging, outcome-focused targets, measured progress, and implemented what seemed like a sensible strategy at the time the target was set; and (2) scoring agencies low for not meeting targets they cannot control because of legislative barriers, even when an agency has proposed corrective legislation to the White House.

There are promising developments on the political front, as well. A small but increasing number of elected executives have boldly announced outcome-focused targets with specific quantities and deadlines, openly reported progress and problems, and won re-election despite missed targets. And while most legislative decision makers at the federal level have ignored formal GPRA and PART documents, many have paid attention to agency goals and outcome measures when delivered in a format that is relevant to them.

With a performance management approach that is outcome focused, measurement rich, and inquisitive but non-punitive, outcomes improve and accountability rises. Outcomes rise because goals focus and motivate, measures reveal what works and what doesn’t, and feedback and interactive inquiry inspire, inform, and engage. Accountability (and democracy) increases because public articulation of specific goals clarifies what each organization will do and what it will not do, allowing citizens and their elected representatives to determine if the organization is doing what they want it to do and inviting them to use their electoral and administrative process voices to respond if they disagree. Outcomes and accountability also rise because goals, measurement, strategy transparency, and interactive inquiry encourage intelligent, honest, and diligent efforts.
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